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Sales Rep

Little Blue Truck's Valentine
by Alice Schertle, illustrated by Jill McElmurry

Spread the love with Little Blue Truck-a perfect Valentine's Day read-

aloud in this best-selling series!

Beep!" said Blue. "Happy Valentine's Day!"

Join Little Blue Truck as he delivers Valentine's Day cards to all his farm

animal friends. But as Blue beeps along, he starts to wonder: will he get any

cards of his own?

With brightly colored foil accents throughout and a large gatefold at the end,

this book is the perfect Valentine's Day gift.

Author Bio

Alice Schertle is a poet and the author of many well-loved books for children,

including the beloved, best-selling Little Blue Truck series , Very Hairy Bear,

Button Up!, and All You Need for a Snowman . She lives in Plainfield,

Massachusetts.

Jill McElmurrywas the illustrator of many picture books, including her own

Mad About Plaid, When Otis Courted Mama by Kathi Appelt and the best-

selling Little Blue Truck series , written by Alice Schertle. She happily divided

her time between the wide landscape of New Mexico and a green island in

Minnesota. Jill passed away in August 2017.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Dec 8/20

9 x 8.13 • 20 pages

full-color illustrations

9780358272441 • $19.99 • CL - Board book

Juvenile Fiction / Holidays & Festivals / Valentine'S

Day • Ages 4 and up

Series: Little Blue Truck

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Lifestyle photographs

  * Downloadable activity sheets available

  * Social media advertising 

* Social media messaging across HMH Kids

platforms Facebook, Twitter, Instagram

  * Featured in the monthly HMH Kids e-newsletter

<BR>

LEAD
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Sales Rep

Curious George Votes
by H. A. Rey

It's election day at the elementary school, and Curious George gets to

join in the vote on the new school mascot!

It's election day, and Curious George is ready to cast his vote!

On election day at the elementary school, Curious George and his friend the

Man with the Yellow Hat are visiting just in time to see the kids voting for their

new school mascot. George can't resist getting in on the fun. He learns about

the candidates, collects campaign stickers, and casts a lot of ballots. But what

will happen when his hijinks start to get in the way of the vote? And who will

win the big election?

Author Bio

HansandMargret Reycreated many books during their lives together,

including Curious George, one of the most treasured classics of all time, as

well as other favorites like Spotty and Pretzel. But it was their rambunctious

little monkey who became an instantly recognizable icon. After the Reys

escaped Paris by bicycle in 1940 carrying the manuscript for the original

Curious George, the book was published in America in 1941. More than 200

Curious George titles followed, with 75 million books sold worldwide. Curious

George has been successfully adapted into a major motion picture and an

Emmy-winning television show on PBS. www.curiousgeorge.com.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Sep 1/20

8 x 8 • 24 pages

full-color illustrations

9780358272632 • $6.99 • pb

Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Apes & Monkeys • Ages 4

-7 years

Series: Curious George

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Included in Curiosity Month Celebration

(September)

* Featured social media messaging timed to the 2020

Election 

* Social media messaging on Curious George

Facebook page

* Social media messaging on HMH Kids platforms

(Facebook, Twitter, Instagram)

  * Featured in the HMH Kids e-newsletter

<BR>
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Sales Rep

Curious George Votes
by H. A. Rey

It's election day at the elementary school, and Curious George gets to

join in the vote on the new school mascot!

It's election day, and Curious George is ready to cast his vote!

On election day at the elementary school, Curious George and his friend the

Man with the Yellow Hat are visiting just in time to see the kids voting for their

new school mascot. George can't resist getting in on the fun. He learns about

the candidates, collects campaign stickers, and casts a lot of ballots. But what

will happen when his hijinks start to get in the way of the vote? And who will

win the big election?

Author Bio

HansandMargret Reycreated many books during their lives together,

including Curious George, one of the most treasured classics of all time, as

well as other favorites like Spotty and Pretzel. But it was their rambunctious

little monkey who became an instantly recognizable icon. After the Reys

escaped Paris by bicycle in 1940 carrying the manuscript for the original

Curious George, the book was published in America in 1941. More than 200

Curious George titles followed, with 75 million books sold worldwide. Curious

George has been successfully adapted into a major motion picture and an

Emmy-winning television show on PBS. www.curiousgeorge.com.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Sep 1/20

8 x 8 • 24 pages

full-color illustrations

9780358248347 • $21.99 • CL - Hardcover Picture

Book

Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Apes & Monkeys • Ages 4

-7 years

Series: Curious George

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Included in Curiosity Month Celebration

(September)

* Featured social media messaging timed to the 2020

Election 

* Social media messaging on Curious George

Facebook page

* Social media messaging on HMH Kids platforms

(Facebook, Twitter, Instagram)

  * Featured in the HMH Kids e-newsletter

<BR>
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Sales Rep

Curious George's 3-Minute Stories
by H. A. Rey

There's always time for one more story with Curious George's 3-Minute

Stories collection, based on the Emmy Award-winning TV show.

Curious George is fascinated by the world around him and loves having new

experiences. In this entertaining storybook collection, curious young readers

will find twelve favorite tales featuring the beloved monkey. Follow along as

George makes new friends, saves the day, visits new places, and settles

down for bed-plus much more along the way! The surprises never end with

Curious George as your guide! A padded cover and shiny accents make this

book perfect for gifting. And since each storycan be read aloud in about three

minutes, this book is just right for bedtime, storytime, any time you're feeling

curious!

Author Bio

HansandMargret Reycreated many books during their lives together,

including Curious George, one of the most treasured classics of all time, as

well as other favorites like Spotty and Pretzel. But it was their rambunctious

little monkey who became an instantly recognizable icon. After the Reys

escaped Paris by bicycle in 1940 carrying the manuscript for the original

Curious George, the book was published in America in 1941. More than 200

Curious George titles followed, with 75 million books sold worldwide. Curious

George has been successfully adapted into a major motion picture and an

Emmy-winning television show on PBS. www.curiousgeorge.com.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Sep 22/20

7.75 x 10.5 • 144 pages

full-color illustrations

9780358354352 • $18.99 • cl

Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Apes & Monkeys • Ages 4

-7 years

Series: Curious George

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Included in Curiosity Month Celebration

(September)

* Social media messaging on Curious George

Facebook page

* Social media messaging on HMH Kids platforms

(Facebook, Twitter, Instagram)

  * Featured in the HMH Kids e-newsletter

<BR>
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Sales Rep

Five Little Monkeys Play Hide and Seek
by Eileen Christelow

The best-selling Five Little Monkeys are getting into trouble yet again-

this time while playing a classic game of hide-and-seek in this board

book addition to the enormously popular series.

Mama's out dancing, and Lulu, the babysitter, is in charge. The Five Little

Monkeys are supposed to go to bed, but they convince Lulu there's time for

just one game of hide-and-seek first . . . and then another, and another . . .

until they discover the ultimate hiding place.

Vibrant, expressive illustrations in Eileen Christelow's signature style

accompany a catchy rhyming text that's great for reading aloud in this sturdy

board book edition. The refrain invites children to join in; as Lulu counts to 10,

24, and finally 104, young listeners will count along with her. And what little

monkey can resist the idea of mischief at bedtime?

popular series. . . counting practice. . . . offers children the pleasure of finding

the monkeys. . . energetic. . . colorful. . . .giddy, good-hearted fun."

BOOKLIST Booklist, ALA

"The energetic illustrations work well with the overall mood of silliness. . . .

children will enjoy the repetitive, rhyming nature." SLJ School Library Journal

"The energetic illustrations work well with the overall mood of silliness. . . .

children will enjoy the repetitive, rhyming nature." SLJ School Library Journal"

Author Bio

Eileen Christelow has written and illustrated numerous best-selling picture

books including ten popular stories about the Five Little Monkeys, Vote!, and

Robins!: How They Grow Up . She lives with her husband in East

Dummerston, Vermont. christelow.com. fivelittlemonkeys.com.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Sep 22/20

7.5 x 6.75 • 32 pages

full-color illustrations

9780358362654 • $12.99 • BD - Board book

Juvenile Fiction / Humorous Stories • Ages 0-3 years

Series: Five Little Monkeys Story

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Social media posts on @HMHkids on

Facebook, Twitter, Instagram

  * Conference promotions

  * Finished book mailing

  * Featured in the HMH Kids E-newsletter

  *  

<BR>
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Sales Rep

The Thank You Book (padded board book)
by Mary Lyn Ray, illustrated by Stephanie Graegin

The Thank You Book 's poetic text and tender illustrations celebrate the

powerful impact gratitude can have on our lives. Now in a padded board

book edition.

Thank you isn't just for learning manners.

It's also for when something wakes a

little hum - a little happy hum - inside you

and you want to answer back.

The Thank You Book explores the many ways we can be thankful for the

pleasures great and small that await us every day. Tender and poetic, it

reflects on the role gratitude can play in our lives and celebrates the powerful

impact it can have on us.

The illustrations portray a warm, cozy, and happy world full of farmers

markets, picnics, parties, and friendship. The text focuses on experiences of

happiness that kids can actually relate to, and is poetic enough to evoke real

feeling and understanding of the concept of gratitude for the good things in

life. . . Discussions of gratitude, happiness, and kindness are always needed,

and this small book makes the medicine go down with a delicious spoonful of

sugar." - School Library Journal (...)

Author Bio

Mary Lyn Ray has written many acclaimed books for children, including Go to

Sleep, Little Farm, illustrated by Christopher Silas Neal; New York Times best-

seller Stars, illustrated by Marla Frazee and The Thank You Book, illustrated

by Stephanie Graegin. She lives in South Danbury, New Hampshire.

www.marylynray.com Stephanie Graegin spent her childhood drawing and

collecting fauna in Fort Wayne, Indiana and Houston, Texas. She received her

BFA in Fine Arts from the Maryland Institute College of Art in Baltimore,

Maryland. She later attended Pratt Institute in Brooklyn, New York, obtaining a

Master of Fine Arts in Printmaking. Stephanie's beautifully illustrated books

include The Thank You Book by Mary Lyn Ray and You Were the First by

Patricia MacLachlan. She now lives in Brooklyn, is still drawing, and has

managed to keep her collection down to one orange cat.

www.graegin.com

Twitter: @Steph_Graegin

Instagram: @sgraegin"

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Sep 1/20

6.75 x 7.5 • 32 pages

full-color illustrations

9780358362685 • $14.99 • BD - Board book

Juvenile Fiction / Holidays & Festivals / Thanksgiving •

Ages 0-3 years

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Promotion @HMHKids social channels

  * Outreach to booksellers, educators, and librarians

<BR>
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Sales Rep

A Mustache Baby Christmas
by Bridget Heos, illustrated by Joy Ang

Mustache Baby is headed straight for the naughty list until he figures it

out it is much more fun to give than to receive in this hilarious holiday

board book.

Billy is an unusual baby-he was born with a mustache! And his pal Javier was

born with a beard. Things get even sillier on Christmas Eve when Javier's

beard turns white and he becomes Santa Baby! Being Santa Baby is a lot of

work-listening to the other babies' Christmas wishes, taste testing treats, and

getting the dachshunds, ahem, reindeer, ready for their big night. Luckily,

Mustache Baby, AKA Elf Baby, shows up in the St. Nick of time to help make

the toys. But when he finishes, he decides to keep them all for himself! Hijinks

ensue, landing Mustache Baby firmly on the naughty list. The perfect holiday

board book!

Author Bio

Bridget Heos is the author of more than 100 books for kids, including the

popular Mustache Baby books and the nonfiction Just Like Us! series. She

lives in Kansas City, Missouri, with her husband and four children.

authorbridgetheos.com

Twitter @bridgetheos Joy Ang has illustrated many picture books in addition

to the Mustache Baby books, as well as the NYT best-selling The Atlas

Obscura Explorer's Guide for the World's Most Adventurous Kid . She lives in

Bellevue, Washington.

joyang.ca

Twitter at @Joy_Ang

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Sep 8/20

6.75 x 7.5 • 36 pages

full-color illustrations

9780358362678 • $12.99 • BD - Board book

Juvenile Fiction / Holidays & Festivals / Christmas •

Ages 0-3 years

Series: Mustache Baby

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Christmas group promotion

  * Conference promotions

  * Downloadable activity sheet

<BR>
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Sales Rep

Latkes, Latkes, Good to Eat
by Naomi Howland

A cheerful and magical folk tale perfect for celebrating the miracle of

Chanukah, now gently adapted for the very young board book reader

Latkes, latkes, good to eat.

Cook me up a Chanukah treat!

On the first night of Chanukah Sadie performs a generous act, and in turn

receives a magic pan that cooks up sizzling hot, golden latkes on command.

When she goes out one afternoon, her mischievous brothers can't resist using

the pan. But what happens when the boys can't make the pan stop cooking

latkes? Celebrate the miracle of Chanukah with this joyful and humorous tale

of generosity and greed, gently abridged for the board book reader.

Author Bio

Naomi Howland is the author and illustrator of several books for children,

including The Matzah Man: A Passover Story and Latkes, Latkes, Good to

Eat: A Chanukah Story. She lives in Claremont, California.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Sep 8/20

7.5 x 6.75 • 24 pages

full-color illustrations

9780358395423 • $11.99 • BD - Board book

Juvenile Fiction / Holidays & Celebrations / Hanukkah

• Ages 0 to 3

Series: Send A Story

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Conference promotion

  * Promotion @HMHKids social channels

  * Outreach to booksellers, educators, and librarians

<BR>
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Sales Rep

Lyle, Lyle, Crocodile
by Bernard Waber

Everyone in the neighborhood loves Lyle the crocodile-except for a

cranky neighbor and his nervous cat! Can lovable Lyle make everything

right with his grumpy neighbors?

America's favorite reptile." - Booklist

This classic is now available in a board book! Perfect for little hands and bright

minds.

Lyle, Lyle Crocodile lives with the Primm family in the house on East 88th

Street in New York City. Lyle enjoys helping with chores, playing with the

neighborhood kids, and entertaining them with headstands and backflips. He's

the happiest crocodile any family ever had . . . until one neighbor insists that

Lyle belongs in a zoo! Mr. Grumps and his cat, Loretta, don't like crocodiles,

and everything Lyle does to win them over seems to go wrong. It will take all

of Lyle's charm-and courage-to reveal the hero, and friend, behind the big,

crocodile smile.

The classic storybook has been gently abridged and the joyful, endearing

artwork lightly colorized in the author's style in this edition for the youngest

child.

Author Bio

Bernard Waber was the beloved author/illustrator of more than thirty picture

books, including Courage, Ira Sleeps Over, and Do You See a Mouse? With

the publication of The House on East 88th Street in 1962, his Lyle, Lyle

Crocodile series of books became a mainstay of children's literature. A Literary

Landmark plaque commemorating the adventures of this endearing New York

City reptile can now be found on East 88th Street and Bernard Waber's

artwork is the subject of a traveling retrospective exhibit, curated by the Eric

Carle Museum of Picture Book Art. bernardwaber.com

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Sep 29/20

6.75 x 7.5 • 24 pages

full-color illustrations

9780358272618 • $12.99 • BD - Board book

Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Alligators & Crocodiles •

Ages 0-3 years

Series: Lyle the Crocodile

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Social media posts on @HMHkids on

Facebook, Twitter, Instagram 

  * Conference promotions

  * Finished book mailing

  * Featured in HMH Kids eNewsletter

<BR>
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100 Animals (lift-the-flap padded board book)
by Steve Jenkins

Little ones will love to learn their first animal words in this sturdy and

padded lift-the-flap board book by Caldecott Honor-winning artist Steve

Jenkins.

This padded word book showcases bright art to offer very young readers an

interactive introduction to learning their first animal words. From the teal and

green butterfly fish that lives under the sea to the brilliant blue macaw flying

high in the sky, lift-the-flaps on each sturdy board page reveal how animals

move, behave, survive, and thrive in their natural habitats.

Author Bio

Steve Jenkinshas written and illustrated many nonfiction picture books for

young readers, including the Caldecott Honor-winning What Do You Do with a

Tail Like This? His books have been called stunning, eye-popping, inventive,

gorgeous, masterful, extraordinary, playful, irresistible, compelling, engaging,

accessible, glorious, and informative. He lives in Boulder, Colorado with his

wife and frequent collaborator, Robin Page.

www.stevejenkinsbooks.com

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Oct 13/20

8.25 x 8.25 • 14 pages

full-color illustrations

9780358105459 • $14.99 • BD - Board book

Juvenile Nonfiction / Animals / General • Ages 0-3

years

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Social media promotion

  * Conference promotions

* Finished copies sent to key school districts and

library systems

  * E-newsletter outreach

  * Digital catalog mailing

<BR>
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Sales Rep

Cuenta de raton/Mouse Count (bilingual board book)
by Ellen Stoll Walsh

A hungry snake is out looking for his dinner, and the daredevil mice

must make their escape as readers count from uno to diez - and back

again!

In this Spanish-English bilingual board book edition of a popular picture book,

a hungry snake is out looking for some tasty mice to eat for dinner-and

perfecting his counting skills, too. Count to ten and back again in both English

and Spanish as ten daredevil mice escape from the snake in an clever,

suspenseful story. This charming companion to Ellen Stoll Walsh's very

successful Mouse Paint introduces the concept of counting forward and

backward in two languages.

Each language is in a different color for ease of reading.

Author Bio

ELLEN STOLL WALSH is the author-illustrator of many popular books for

children, including the successful Mouse Paint and Mouse Count books. She

lives in upstate New York.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Nov 17/20

4.75 x 4.25 • 30 pages

full-color illustrations

9780358362579 • $8.99 • BD - Board book

Juvenile Fiction / Concepts / Counting • Ages 0-3

years

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Promotion @HMHKids social channels

  * Outreach to booksellers, educators, and librarians

<BR>
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Sales Rep

The Valentine Is Missing! (board book with cut-out

reveals)
by  Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, illustrated by Anne Passchier

Uncover the mystery of the missing valentine in this sweet Valentine's

Day board book.

In this sturdy novelty board book, the teacher's valentine goes missing in a

very sweet Valentine's Day mystery. Where did it go? From crafting valentines

in the classroom to sharing sweet treats, little ones will love turning the playful

pages featuring heart-shaped holes as they uncover just where the missing

valentine went. Could it be a furry little class pet who has stolen the teacher's

heart?

Author Bio

Anne Passchieris from the Netherlands and relocated to the United States to

attend art school. Anne loves to travel, draw, eat a lot of sushi, and obsess

over Halloween. They currently work and live in Cleveland, Ohio as a designer

and freelance illustrator. annepasschier.com, Twitter: @annepasschier,

Instagram: @annepasschierillustration Anne Passchieris an illustrator from

The Netherlands, who relocated to the United States to attend art school.

Their whimsical and colorful design approach mixes playful hand-drawn

graphic shapes and patterns with subtle texture. Anne loves to travel, draw,

eat a lot of sushi and obsess over Halloween. They currently work and live in

Cleveland, Ohio as a designer and freelance illustrator. annepasschier.com,

Twitter: @annepasschier, Instagram: @annepasschierillustration.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Dec 8/20

7 x 7 • 16 pages

full-color illustrations

9780358040620 • $12.99 • BD - Novelty book

Juvenile Fiction / Holidays & Festivals / Valentine'S

Day • Ages 0-3 years

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Conference promotion

  * Promotion @HMHKids social channels

  * Outreach to booksellers, educators, and librarians

<BR>
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Sales Rep

The Easter Egg Is Missing! (board book with cut-out

reveals)
by  Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, illustrated by Kathryn Selbert

The mystery of the missing golden egg unfolds during an Easter egg

hunt in this sweet board book.

In this sturdy novelty board book, we crack the case of the missing golden

egg. Where did it go? Did someone take it? In the end, readers will find out

what happened to this very special egg. Keep an eye on all of the furry, fuzzy

animals on the farm!

Author Bio

Kathryn Selbert'swork is inspired by the people she meets in her everyday

life, our colorful world, and having fun. She earned her BFA in illustration from

the Rhode Island School of Design and works as a freelance children's book

illustrator. She lives in New Haven, Connecticut, with her French bulldog,

Margot. kathrynselbertillustration.com. Kathryn Selbert'swork is inspired by

the people she meets in her everyday life, our colorful world, flora and fauna,

and having fun. She earned her BFA in Illustration from the Rhode Island

School of Design and works as a freelance children's book illustrator, She

lives in New Haven, Connecticut, with her French Bulldog, Margot.

kathrynselbertillustration.com.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Jan 5/21

7 x 7 • 16 pages

full-color illustrations

9780358192657 • $12.99 • BD - Novelty book

Juvenile Fiction / Holidays & Festivals / Easter • Ages

0-3 years

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Promotion @HMHKids social channels

  * Outreach to booksellers, educators, and librarians

<BR>
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Sales Rep

Leprechaun's Rainbow (board book with handle)
by Christy Tortland, illustrated by Carlo Beranek

Little ones who love color are in luck this St. Patrick's Day!

The Leprechaun loves every color.

Let's find one, and then another!

Quick, follow that leprechaun to discover all of the colors of the rainbow!

This shaped board book complete with handle is perfect for little hands and

bright minds on St. Patrick's Day or all year 'round.

Author Bio

Carlo Beranek is a freelance illustrator living in Rotterdam, Netherlands.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Dec 22/20

7 x 7 • 10 pages

full-color illustrations

9780358272656 • $11.99 • BD - Board book

Juvenile Fiction / Holidays & Festivals / Other, Non-

Religious • Ages 0-3 years

Notes

Promotion
<BR>   * Promotion @HMHKids social channels

  * Outreach to booksellers, educators, and librarians

<BR>
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Sales Rep

Tough Chicks Go to Bed (tabbed touch-and-feel board

book)
by Cece Meng, illustrated by Melissa Suber

It's bedtime for the three tough chicks, Penny, Polly, and Molly, in this

adorable tabbed touch-and-feel board book. Sweet sleepy text paired

with humor and bold illustrations make this a perfect gift for the special

little one in your life.

It's time for Penny, Polly, and Molly to go to sleep-at least Mama Hen says so!

But the Tough Chicks are too excited-they've got too many things to do. Penny

has the wiggles, Polly has the giggles, and Molly is ready for adventure. How

can the very clever Mama Hen get these energetic Tough Chicks to sleep?

This gentle bedtime story embraces a sweet bedtime routine and focuses on

relaxation techniques that can help kids let go of their day and transition to

sleep-just like our Tough Chicks! Each tabbed page features a soft touch-and-

feel element.

Author Bio

Cece Meng works as a small-business consultant and freelance copywriter.

She lives with her husband and their two children in Santa Cruz, California.

cecemeng.com. Melissa Suberhas worked as a storyboard and visual

development artist for Disney, DreamWorks, Universal Studios, Nickelodeon,

and several live-action filmmakers. She also illustrated many books for young

readers, including Milo the Really Big Bunny. Melissa lives in California.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Jan 5/21

7 x 7 • 12 pages

full-color illustrations

9780358342991 • $14.99 • BK - Novelty book

Juvenile Fiction / Bedtime & Dreams • Ages 0-3 years

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Conference promotion

  * Promotion @HMHKids social channels

  * Outreach to booksellers, educators, and librarians

<BR>
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Sales Rep

World of Wonder
Tummy Time Book and Growth Chart

by  Houghton Mifflin Harcourt and Yas Imamura

Introduce your baby to a world of wonder with this keepsake tummy

time" accordion book that reverses to a beautiful growth chart to use for

years to come!

For new babies the world is full of wonder! This beautiful tummy time

accordion book encourages baby to spend time on the floor exploring the

world all around. Lovely enough for display in the dreamiest nursery, this book

inspires flights of fancy with its illustrations of whimsical fairy tale creatures.

Use the grosgrain ribbon loop to hang the colorful growth chart printed on the

reverse side. This useful and beautiful book, wrapped in a luxe cardstock slip

case, is ready to be gifted tothe wonderful new baby in your world.

Author Bio

Yas Imamura is an Asian-American illustrator who has done work for clients

like Anthropologie, Sanrio and Papyrus. She also owns a greeting card shop

called Quill & Fox. Yas lives with her husband Andrew and their dog Lisa in

Portland, Oregon.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Feb 23/21

7 x 9 • 12 pages

Full-color illustrations

9781328866219 • $18.99 • BD - Board book

Juvenile Fiction / Activity Books • Ages 0-3 years

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Conference promotion

  * Promotion @HMHKids social channels

  * Outreach to booksellers, educators, and librarians

<BR>
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Sales Rep

Robobaby
by David Wiesner

In this hilarious gem from triple Caldecott winner David Wiesner, it's big sister

to the rescue when a new baby is delivered to a family of robots and the

adults are flummoxed by technical difficulties.

A new baby's arrival is a big moment in any family, even a family of robots.

Award winner David Wiesner captures the excitement and fanfare when baby

Flange appears-as a crate full of components. The adults bungle the process

of assembling Flange, with catastrophic results. Big sister Cathy, with her

handy toolbox and advanced knowledge of robotics and IT, hasn't been

allowed to help, but in the ensuing chaos she calmly clears up the technical

difficulties and bonds with her new baby brother. A shout-out for girl scientists

and makers, Robobaby is an eye-opening and engaging blend of the familiar

and the fantastic.

Author Bio

David Wiesner is internationally renowned for his visual storytelling and has

won the Caldecott Medal three times-for Tuesday, The Three Pigs, and

Flotsam -the second person in history to do so. He is also the recipient of

three Caldecott Honors, for Free Fall, Sector 7, and Mr. Wuffles . He lives

near Philadelphia with his family. www.hmhbooks.com/wiesner

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Sep 1/20

11 x 9 • 32 pages

full-color illustrations

9780544987319 • $24.99 • CL - Hardcover Picture

Book

Juvenile Fiction / Robots • Ages 4-7 years

Notes

Promotion
<BR>   * Online trade advertising 

  * Social media advertising 

  * Downloadable activity sheets

  * Lifestyle photographs

* Social media messaging across HMH Kids

platforms (Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram)

  * Featured in the monthly HMH Kids e-newsletter 

<BR>

LEAD



F20 HMH Young Readers Sep-Feb 2020

Sales Rep

Lights on Wonder Rock
by David Litchfield

E.T. meets The Giving Tree in this stunningly illustrated picture book

about friendship, family, wonder, and magic that shows how, sometimes,

the things we're searching for have been right in front of us all along.

From the award-winning creator of The Bear and the Piano.

Heather wants more than anything to go to outer space, where the stars

sparkle with magic and wonder. When a UFO lands behind her house and she

meets a friendly alien, it seems that all of her dreams have come true. But

soon her new friend has to return home. Will the spaceship ever come back

for her? And if it does, is Heather ready to leave everything on Earth behind?

In this tale about dreaming big while appreciating what you have, best-selling

picture book creator David Litchfield's innovative visual storytelling uses

wordless, light-filled spreads and graphic novel style layouts to transport

readers through space and time and celebrate the power of family and human

connection

Author Bio

David Litchfield is the creator of the award-winning The Bear and the Piano

and its companion, The Bear, the Piano, the Dog, and the Fiddle. He is also

the illustrator of Miss Muffet, Or what Came After by Marilyn Singer and many

other picture books. He lives with his family in Bedfordshire in the United

Kingdom. www.davidlitchfieldillustration.com, Twitter: @dc_litchfield,

Instagram: @david_c_litchfield.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Sep 8/20

8.66 x 11.81 • 40 pages

Full-color

9780358359531 • $24.99 • CL - Hardcover Picture

Book

Ages 4-7 years

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Social media posts on @HMHkids on

Facebook, Twitter, Instagram

  * Conference promotions

  * Finished book mailing

  * Featured in HMH Kids E-newsletter

<BR>

LEAD



F20 HMH Young Readers Sep-Feb 2020

Sales Rep

Nothing in Common
by Kate Hoefler, illustrated by Corinna Luyken

A tender and timely story of compassion and finding common ground

with others, perfect for fans of I Walk With Vanessa and Thank You,

Omu!

Two neighbors both love to watch the old man and his dog from their

windows, but they never wave to each other. After all, they have nothing in

common. But everything changes when they are the only ones who notice that

one day is different-there is the old man, but where is the dog?

In this lyrical picture book, two strangers learn about the many ways the world

connects us-even if the only thing we have in common is how much we care

about someone else. Filled with whimsy and warmth, Nothing In Common is a

tender friendship story that reminds us to always lead with compassion.

Author Bio

Kate Hoefler received her MFA in Poetry from the University of Michigan,

where she studied as a Colby fellow. She has taught writing courses at the

University of Michigan, as well as at Belmont University in Nashville,

Tennessee. Corinna Luykenis the author-illustrator of The Book of Mistakes,

which received four starred reviews and has been praised by Entertainment

Weekly, the Wall Street Journal, NPR, and more. She also illustrated Adrian

Simcox Does NOT Have A Horse, written by Marcy Campbell, and is the

author-illustrator of the New York Times bestseller My Heart She lives in

Olympia, WA, with her husband, daughter, and two cats.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Sep 15/20

8 x 11 • 40 pages

Full-color illustrations

9780544774780 • $24.99 • CL - Hardcover Picture

Book

Juvenile Fiction / Social / Friendship • Ages 4-7 years

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Social media messaging especially timed for

Election Day (Nov)

  * Downloadable activities

  * Finished book mailing to influencers

* Social media posts on @HMHkids Facebook,

Twitter, and Instagram

  * Conference promotions

  * Finished book mailing to educators

  * Featured in HMH Kids eNewsletter

<BR>



F20 HMH Young Readers Sep-Feb 2020

Sales Rep

The Suitcase
by Chris Naylor-Ballesteros

A powerful story about immigration, trust, and new beginnings, full of

heart and humanity, for anyone who has ever felt unwelcome or out of

place. Perfect for fans of Allen Say, Francesca Sanna, and Yuyi Morales.

When a weary stranger arrives one day, with only a suitcase, everyone is full

of questions:

Why is he here?

Where has he come from?

And just what is in that suitcase?

To learn the answers, they can either trust the newcomer or discover what

they risk by not believing him.

A story about hope and kindness, truth and perception-and most importantly,

about how we treat those in need.

Author Bio

Chris Naylor-Ballesteros is a picture book creator who lives in France.

Website: chrisnaylorballesteros.com

Twitter: @Chris_Naylor_B

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Sep 29/20

10 x 10 • 32 pages

full-color illustrations

9780358329602 • $24.99 • CL - Hardcover Picture

Book

Juvenile Fiction / Social Issues / Emigration &

Immigration • Ages 4-7 years

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Consumer digital advertising campaign

  * Deluxe finished book mailing 

  * Social media promotion

  * Conference promotions

<BR>



F20 HMH Young Readers Sep-Feb 2020

Sales Rep

Louis
by Tom Lichtenheld, illustrated by Julie Rowan-Zoch

A beloved teddy can bear it no longer and plots his escape from his

owner's sufocating affections in this laugh-out-loud picture book from

New York Times best-selling creator of Goodnight, Goodnight

Construction Site and Steam Train Dream Train fame, Tom Lichtenheld.

Louis the bear has had enough.From day one, life has been one indignity after

another. If he's not being used as a hankie, he's being hung out to dry-literally.

(No one likes clothespins used on their ears!) This teddy is sneaking away just

as soon as he can. Then again, no use running off in the rain . . .or during a

show-and-tell routine. Maybe Louis has something to lose, after all.

This fresh and funny take on a teddy bear come to life is a salty and sweet,

grumpy and tender, sly tribute to the ties that bind.

Author Bio

Tom Lichtenheldmakes books for children and people who used to be

children. He's been fortunate to work with many talented writers, editors, and

publishers who've helped him enjoy the best job in the whole wide world.

Website: tomlichtenheld.com

Instagram and Twitter: tlichtenheld

Author, illustrator, bookseller, and activist:Julie Rowan-Zochgrew up

collecting freckles and chasing hermit crabs in NY, and spent years slicing rich

breads in Germany before waking up to 300 days of blue Colorado skies. If

she doesn't answer the door, look in the garden!

Website: https://julierowanzoch.wordpress.com/

Pinterest:https://www.pinterest.com/julierowanzoch/

Twitter: @JulieRowanZoch

Facebook:https://www.facebook.com/ArtistJulieRowanZoch

Instagram: @jrzoch

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Oct 6/20

10 x 10 • 40 pages

full-color illustrations

9781328498069 • $24.99 • CL - Hardcover Picture

Book

Juvenile Fiction / Toys, Dolls, Puppets • Ages 4-7

years

Notes

Promotion
<BR>   * Online trade advertising 

  * Social media advertising

  * Animated video content

  * Downloadable activity sheets

  * Included in the HMH Kids Holiday Promotion

  * Finished book mailing to select influencers

  * Lifestyle photographs

* Social media messaging across HMH Kids

platforms Facebook, Twitter, Instagram

  * Featured in the monthly HMH Kids e-newsletter

<BR>

LEAD



F20 HMH Young Readers Sep-Feb 2020

Sales Rep

Starcrossed
by Julia Denos

A resonant story of two friends trying to maintain their relationship from

afar with dazzling results, filled with wishes, curiosity, and bravery. From

award-winning author-illustrator Julia Denos.

She was made of blood and bones, and he was made of space and stars.

Back in a time when there were still students of the stars, there were two

friends, Acamar and Eridani.

Eridani was a star pupil studying the night skies, and Acamar . . . well, he was

made of the stuff she studied.

In a star-crossed twist of fate, these long-distance friends find they've wished

themselves into unexpected new worlds.

Filled with stardust and moonglow, this cosmic adventure shows us how even

the most brilliant wishes can have a mind of their own-and that true friendship

can endure, despite time and space.

Author Bio

Julia Denos is the author of the multi-awarded picture book Windows, as well

as Here and Now, both illustrated by E.B. Goodale, and is author/illustrator of

Swatch: The Girl Who Loved Color, her author/illustrator debut, which was a

2016 ALA Notable selection. She is the illustrator of Margaret Cardillo's Just

Being Audrey and Just Being Jackie, as well as I Had a Favorite Dress by

Boni Ashburn. Inspired by her love of nature, words, and watercolor, she lives

and works in coastal Massachusetts.

www.juliadenos.com

Instagram: @juliadenos"

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Oct 27/20

10 x 10 • 64 pages

Full-color illustrations

9780358153955 • $26.99 • cl

Juvenile Fiction / Social / Friendship • Ages 6-9 years

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Trade advertising

  * Downloadable activity kit

  * Conference promotion

  * Social media promotion

<BR>



F20 HMH Young Readers Sep-Feb 2020

Sales Rep

My Bed
Enchanting Ways to Fall Asleep Around the World

by Rebecca Bond, illustrated by Salley Mavor

Delightful rhymes and charming hand-stitched art celebrate the many

ways we sleep across the world. Perfect for a baby shower gift and for

fans of This Is How We Do It.

My bed rocks on water

My bed sways in the breeze.

My bed's beneath a curtain

My bed's aloft in trees . . .

In the Netherlands, some beds rock on water. In Brazil they might sway in the

breeze. From Canada to Japan, Afghanistan to Norway, sleep has taken many

forms and shapes throughout history. Astonishing, hand-stitched illustrations

and a delightful narrative tell the story of sleeping traditions across the world.

Author Bio

Rebecca Bond is the author-illustrator of many books, including Out of the

Woods: A True Story of an Unforgettable Eventand Escape from Baxter's

Barn, a Junior Library Guild Selection and Amazon Editor's Favorite Pick . She

grew up in the tiny village of Peacham in northeastern Vermont. Salley

Mavorrediscovered her childhood delight in sewing and creating miniature

scenes while studying at RISD. I found I could communicate ideas more

clearly than with pencil or brush, that my hands would direct me in a

compelling way." Her innovative bas-relief sculptures appear in the award

winning, Pocketful of Posies: A Treasury of Nursery Rhymes, as well as other

picture books. She lives on Cape Cod in Massachusetts.

www.weefolkstudio.com

Instagram: @salleymavor

Facebook: Weefolkstudio"

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Oct 27/20

9 x 9 • 40 pages

Full-color illustrations

9780544949065 • $26.99 • CL - Hardcover Picture

Book

Ages 4-7 years

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Social media promotion

  * Conference promotions

* Finished copies sent to key school districts and

library systems

  * E-newsletter outreach

  * Digital catalog mailing

<BR>



F20 HMH Young Readers Sep-Feb 2020

Sales Rep

Helga Makes a Name for Herself
by Megan Maynor, illustrated by Eda Kaban

A hilarious and empowering picture book about a small but strong

Viking girl who is determined to be a warrior and make a name for

herself.

Filled with humor and heart, this clever picture book about perseverance and

following your dreams stars Helga, a small but mighty (and loud) Viking.

Helga, along with her sidekick, Wolvie, wants to be a warrior just like her

favorite hero, Ingrid the Axe. But she is a farmer's daughter and the only

battles she fights are pretend. So when Ingrid the Axe comes to town looking

for new recruits, Helga jumps at the chance. She and Wolvie find the

competition to be fierce. But Helga is fierce too, and single-minded in her

desire to make a name for herself. After all she is a WARRIOOORRRR!

Author Bio

Megan Maynor is the author of several picture books. She lives in Minnesota

with one husband, three children, and a rabbit. Instagram: @megan_maynor,

Twitter: @megan_maynor Eda Kaban has illustrated many books for children.

Born and raised in Turkey, Eda now lives in Oakland, California, with her

husband, small son, and two Siamese cats. www.edakabanstudio.com,

Instagram: @petiteturk, Twitter: @petiteturk

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Nov 10/20

9 x 11 • 32 pages

full-color illustrations

9781328957832 • $24.99 • CL - Hardcover Picture

Book

Juvenile Fiction / Action & Adventure • Ages 4-7 years

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Social media promotion

  * Conference promotions

* Finished copies sent to key school districts and

library systems

  * E-newsletter outreach

  * Digital catalog mailing

<BR>



F20 HMH Young Readers Sep-Feb 2020

Sales Rep

Quiet Down, Loud Town!
by Alastair Heim, illustrated by Matt Hunt

In this funny, rhyming read-aloud for very young readers, a grumpy Mr.

Elephant just wants some peace and quiet-that is, until he gets it.

Packed with hilarious rhymes, fun-to-shout-out sounds, and the frenetic

energy of a happy, busy town, this raucous read-aloud follows an exasperated

elephant through the course of his day. From barking dogs to clattering dishes

at the coffee shop to a boisterous marching band, the noise is just too much.

Mr. Elephant wants nothing more than for his loud town to PLEASE QUIET

DOWN!!! But what happens when he ends up getting exactly what he wishes

for?

Snuck into the fun is an important message about seeing things from the

perspective of others. Share this story with anyone who loves to make noise

and anyone who loves to hate it!

Author Bio

Alastair Heim is the author of several picture books. He lives with his wife and

three children in Missouri. alastairheim.com, Twitter: @alastairheim. Matt Hunt

is the illustrator of picture books published in the US and in England. He lives

with his family in Birmingham, England. Instagram: @Mathunt, Twitter:

@i_is_mat

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Dec 8/20

9 x 10 • 32 pages

full-color illustrations

9781328957825 • $24.99 • CL - Hardcover Picture

Book

Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Elephants • Ages 4-7 years

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Promotion on @HMHKids social channels

  * Outreach to booksellers, educators, and librarians

<BR>



F20 HMH Young Readers Sep-Feb 2020

Sales Rep

The Whole Hole Story
by Vivian McInerny, illustrated by Ken Lamug

In Vivian McInerny's playful debut, readers will fall in love with wonder

again as Zia imagines what might happen if the hole in her pocket

became big enough to fall right through. The Whole Hole Story is perfect

for readers looking for a fresh take on the classic Harold and the Purple

Crayon .

Zia is used to the hole in her pocket-she frequently fills it with frogs and other

objects. And as it gets bigger and bigger, she starts to wonder what might

happen . . . if she fell right through. Would she cover it with a blanket to catch

an elephant, or dig a tunnel to the other side of the world? The possibilities

are endless, and readers will love following Zia's adventurous imagination

from beginning to end.

With hilarious wordplay paired with Ken Lamug's bright and colorful

illustrations, The Whole Hole Story will appeal to kids' divine sense of silliness.

Perfect for fans of Du Iz Tak?, and They All Saw a Cat.

Author Bio

Vivian McInerny is a journalist and fiction writer. In pursuit of stories, she's

tailed a heart surgeon in the operating room, CEOs in the boardroom,

decorators in the bedroom, and countless fashion designers in their

showrooms. She's a Fishtrap Fellow and Metropolitan Arts Commission grant

recipient for fiction. Her short stories are published in several literary journals.

She's a sucker for children, animals, and stories of all sorts.She lives in

Portland, Oregon.www.ello.co/vivianmcinerny, Twitter: @VivianMac,

Instagram: @VivianMac. Ken Lamugis an author/illustrator who has created

award-winning picture books and graphic novels for all-ages. He is a

professional dabbler and has tried everything from beekeeping, filmmaking,

3D printing, photography, coding, and race car driving. Ken was born in the

tropical country of the Philippines and currently resides in the desert of Las

Vegas, Nevada. www.rabbleboy.com, Twitter: @rabbleboy, Instagram:

@rabbleboy

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Jan 12/21

10 x 10 • 40 pages

Full-color illustrations

9780358128816 • $24.99 • CL - Hardcover Picture

Book

Juvenile Fiction / Imagination & Play • Ages 4-7 years

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Social media promotion

  * Conference promotions

* Finished copies sent to key school districts and

library systems

  * E-newsletter outreach

  * Digital catalog mailing

<BR>

LEAD



F20 HMH Young Readers Sep-Feb 2020

Sales Rep

Marsha Is Magnetic
by Beth Ferry, illustrated by Lorena Alvarez

It turns out that the best way to draw others to you is by being yourself

in this sweet, STEAM-minded picture book from New York Times

bestselling author Beth Ferry.

Marsha is a scientist who has never met a problem she couldn't solve. But

when it comes to making friends to invite to her birthday party, she is stumped.

Luckily, Marsha knows the solution to being stumped: the scientific method.

With equal parts creativity, determination, and humor, Marsha sets out to

attract as many friends as she can-what could possibly go wrong?

In this hilarious celebration of friendship and ingenuity, Beth Ferry and Lorena

Alvarez show readers that the best way to attract friends is to simply be

yourself.

Author Bio

Beth Ferryloves to wander, explore and mainly laze on the shore, but only in

the summer. She is the author of several picture books, including Stick and

Stone . She lives with her husband and three children by the beach in New

Jersey.

Website: BethFerry.com

Twitter: @bethferry1 Lorena Alvarezis a freelance illustrator based in Bogota,

Colombia. Her work has appeared in children books, independent

publications, advertising and fashion magazines. She is the author-illustrator

of the graphic novel Nightlights.

Website: www.lorenaalvarez.com

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Jan 26/21

9 x 10 • 32 pages

Full-color illustrations

9780544735842 • $24.99 • CL - Hardcover Picture

Book

Juvenile Fiction / Social / Friendship • Ages 4-7 years

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Conference promotion

  * Social media promotion

<BR>



F20 HMH Young Readers Sep-Feb 2020

Sales Rep

Hello, Jimmy!
by Anna Walker

A funny, noisy parrot comes into Jack's life and brings him closer to his

dad in an unexpected and moving way in this gorgeous, emotionally

resonant picture book from the creator of Florette.

Jack loves staying at his dad's house. They have tacos and milkshakes, and

make each other laugh. But lately Jack wonders if his dad is lonely when he

isn't there. Then Jimmy arrives. Jimmy is loud and obnoxious, but Dad thinks

he's clever and funny. Jack does not think he's clever or funny. And he's

starting to wonder if Dad likes Jimmy better than he likes Jack. This beautifully

written and illustrated book about the unconditional love a parent has for a

child is both heartwarming and reassuring.

Author Bio

Author and illustratorAnna Walker has won numerous children's book design

and writing awards in her native Australia. The artwork and stories she's

created in her Melbourne studio have reached young readers worldwide.

www.annawalker.com.au, Twitter: @basementbird, Instagram:

@_annawalker_

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Feb 9/21

9 x 11 • 40 pages

full-color illustrations

9780358193586 • $24.99 • CL - Hardcover Picture

Book

Juvenile Fiction / Social / Emotions & Feelings • Ages

4-7 years

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Conference promotions

  * National media campaign

  * Social media promotion

<BR>



F20 HMH Young Readers Sep-Feb 2020

Sales Rep

Hip, Hip . . . Beret! (touch-and-feel storybook)
by Melanie Ellsworth, illustrated by Morena Forza

A playful and humorous picture book about what happens to Bella's

beret when the wind sweeps it away. Find a few special touchable berets

on the cover and inside!

Granpere gifts Bella the hat she'd always wanted - a beret! But just as she

places it on her head, a gust of wind whisks it away. When the beret

accidentally lands in a chef's pan . . . hip, hip, souflee! When it mistakenly

lands on the head of a dancer . . . hip, hip, ballet! The wind continues to

sweep the hat farther and farther away. Will Bella ever get back her beloved

beret?

Children will love to read aloud this humorous and heartfelt story filled with

repetition, rhyme, and hilarious wordplay. On the cover and inside of the book,

find a few special touchable berets as an interactive and tactile element to

engage young readers.

Author Bio

Before becoming a children's book writer,Melanie Ellsworth worked as an

ESL teacher in Boston's Chinatown and later as a literacy specialist in Maine,

having earned a Master's of Education in Language and Literacy in 2002 from

Harvard University. She lives in Maine with her family.

Morena Forza works as an illustrator specializing in the children's market,

with her work appearing in trade, picture books and educational books,

magazines, greeting cards, and digital media. Morena started out as a pixel

artist, so she learned to love the tiniest details in her drawings. She then

pursued illustrating full time - she hasn't stopped drawing since. She lives with

her two cats and a hound in Milan, Italy but secretly dreams about moving to

the countryside. morenaforza.com.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Feb 16/21

7 x 9 • 32 pages

full-color illustrations

9780358137283 • $21.99 • cl

Juvenile Fiction / Imagination & Play • Ages 4-7 years

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Conference promotion

  * Promotion on @HMHKids social channels

<BR>



F20 HMH Young Readers Sep-Feb 2020

Sales Rep

Mr. Complain Takes the Train
by Wade Bradford, illustrated by Stephan Britt and Carlyn

Beccia

In this interactive story that encourages positivity and gratitude, a fussy

fellow takes an extraordinary train ride, yet remains thoroughly

unimpressed. Readers will hoot with laughter at this silly sendup of the

sourpusses of the world. After all, doesn't everyone know a Mr.

Complain or two?

Mr. Complain is ready for his vacation in Dullsville, but on the train ride there,

nothing is the way he likes it. First, the engine is too loud. Then, the

passengers are too happy. Plus, the cars are too crowded, the seats are too

lumpy, and his seatmate is too prickly. And that's all before the train even

leaves the station!

Will Mr. Complain ever be able to relax and enjoy the ride? Find out as he

travels through mountains, volcanoes, caves, and even oceans in this silly

interactive story that's perfect for train- and animal-loving kids.

Author Bio

Wade Bradford was born and raised in the often wet and sometimes windy

state of Washington. He is the author of several picture books, and over 30

plays for children . Wade now lives with his wife in the often sunny and

sometimes shaky state of California, outside of Los Angeles. www.

wadebradford.com. Twitter: @dramaplays Instagram: @camp_omigosh

Stephan Britt was born in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, and first developed his

zeal for drawing in childhood, when he drew on anything and everything that

wasn't dripping wet. He is the illustrator of many picture books, including

Normal Norman and Over in the Hollow, and now lives in Winterville, Georgia.

www.sbritt.com. Facebook: @sbrittdoodles

Carlyn Beccia's published works include Who Put the B in the Ballyhoo? and

The Raucous Royals . The latter was inspired by her trip to Paris: I went to

Versailles," she writes, "and discovered that Marie Antoinette never said her

infamous line 'Let them eat cake.' Then I remembered also believing that Anne

Boleyn had six fingers. After much digging, I discovered that one of her

biographers after her death said she had an extra nail. A nail isn't a finger.

That discovery led to another rumor and then another.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Feb 16/21

11 x 9 • 32 pages

Full-color

9780544829817 • $24.99 • CL - Hardcover Picture

Book

Juvenile Fiction / Transportation / Railroads & Trains •

Ages 4-7 years

Notes

Promotion



F20 HMH Young Readers Sep-Feb 2020

Sales Rep

Becoming a Good Creature
by Sy Montgomery, illustrated by Rebecca Green

School is not the only place to find a teacher. In this picture book

adaptation of Sy Montgomery and Rebecca Green's New York Times

best-selling How to Be a Good Creature, learn the many surprising

lessons animals have to teach us about friendship, compassion, and

how to be a better creature in the world.

Sy Montgomery has had many teachers in her life: some with two legs, others

with four, or even eight! Some have had fur, feathers, or hooves. But they've

all had one thing in common: a lesson to share.

The animals Sy has met on her many world travels have taught her how to

seek understanding in the most surprising ways, from being patient to finding

forgiveness and respecting others. Gorillas, dogs, octopuses, tigers, and more

all have shown Sy that there are no limits to the empathy and joy we can find

in each other if only we take the time to connect.

Based on the New York Times best-selling adult memoir , Sy Montgomery and

Rebecca Green's beautiful, friendly guide is for readers young and old who

wish to be better creatures in the world. Go ahead, pass it on

Author Bio

In addition to researching films, articles, and over twenty books, National Book

Award finalistSy Montgomeryhas been honored with a Sibert Medal, two

Science Book and Film Prizes from the National Association for the

Advancement of Science, three honorary degrees, and many other awards.

She lives in Hancock, New Hampshire, with her husband, Howard Mansfield,

and their border collie, Thurber.

Website: symontgomery.com

Twitter: @SyTheAuthor. Rebecca Green is an illustrator of many children's

and middle grade books, including The Unicorn in The Barn, Iqbal and His

Ingenious Idea, Madame Saqui, and From Far Away. She is also the author

and illustrator of How to Make Friends with a Ghost. This is her second

collaboration with Sy Montgomery, their first being How to Be a Good

Creature. She resides with her husband, and their lovely animals, Mori and

Junie B.

Website: www.rebeccagreenillustration.com

Instagram: @rebeccagreenillustration.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Sep 29/20

9 x 9 • 40 pages

Full-color illustrations

9780358252108 • $24.99 • CL - Hardcover Picture

Book

Juvenile Nonfiction / Social Situations / Values • Ages

4-7 years

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * National media campaign

  * National advertising campaign

  * Social media advertising

  * Mailing to booksellers, librarians, and educators

  * Promotional item

  * Downloadable activity kit

  * Display available

  * Influencer outreach

  * Conference promotions

  * Promotion on @HMHKids social channels

<BR>

LEAD



F20 HMH Young Readers Sep-Feb 2020

Sales Rep

Space Matters
by Jacque Lynn, illustrated by Lydia Nichols

Gently encourage mindfulness and critical thinking through this playful

and witty exploration of negative space.

Can empty space be useful? Can it lead to new perspectives and new

appreciation? Might it even be inspiring? Find out in a winsome book that

draws on a child's everyday experiences to prompt readers to look twice at

their surroundings and notice the significance of sights, sounds, and spaces

otherwise taken for granted.

Author Bio

Jacque Lynn has been a copywriter, party planner, and community volunteer.

She lives in the Connecticut woods with her husband and a cat.

www.byjacquelynn.com Instagram: byjacque Lydia Nichols is an illustrator

and anthropomorphizer who lives in the Northeast with her partner and their

two cats.

www.lydianichols.com Instagram: hulloitslydia
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Oct 13/20

9 x 9 • 32 pages

full color

9781328801470 • $24.99 • CL - Hardcover Picture

Book

Juvenile Nonfiction / Concepts / Size & Shape • Ages 4

-7 years

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Social media promotion

  * Conference promotions

* Finished copies sent to key school districts and

library systems

  * E-newsletter outreach

  * Digital catalog mailing

<BR>
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Sales Rep

Tiny Monsters
The Strange Creatures That Live On Us, In Us, and Around Us

by Steve Jenkins and Robin Page

Did you know you share your home with monsters?! In this book explore

the menagerie of tiny and unusual creatures-arthropods (insects, mites,

and spiders)-found in our lawns and gardens, our food, our beds, our

clothes, and even our eyelashes.

You may not know it . . . but you share your home with monsters!

Some of these monsters are so tiny that they were barely recognized, even by

scientists, until the invention of the electron microscope. Although they may

seem like aliens from another planet, these miniscule creatures live right

alongside us. And just about all of them are harmless-and some are even

helpful!

In his signature cut- and torn-paper style, Steve Jenkins shows readers that-

seen up close-these pesky critters are as fantastic looking as any creature on

Earth. This Caldecott Honor-winning duo also uses informational graphics and

diagrams to demonstrate just how big the critters are, where they live, and

how many there might be in your home right this second!

Author Bio

Steve Jenkinshas written and illustrated many nonfiction picture books for

young readers, including the Caldecott Honor-winning What Do You Do with a

Tail Like This? His books have been called stunning, eye-popping, inventive,

gorgeous, masterful, extraordinary, playful, irresistible, compelling, engaging,

accessible, glorious, and informative. He lives in Boulder, Colorado with his

wife and frequent collaborator, Robin Page.

www.stevejenkinsbooks.com

Robin Page lives in Boulder, Colorado, with her husband and collaborator,

Steve Jenkins, and their three children. She has worked on numerous

bestselling and award winning titles, including Caldecott Honoree What Do

You Do With a Tail Like This? . Along with writing and illustrating children's

books, Steve and Robin run a graphic design studio.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Nov 17/20

10 x 10 • 40 pages

Full-color illustrations

9780358307112 • $24.99 • CL - Hardcover Picture

Book

Juvenile Nonfiction / Animals / Insects, Spiders, Etc. •

Ages 6-9 years

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * ARCs to key media, booksellers, educators

and librarians

  * Social media promotion

  * Conference promotions

* Finished copies sent to key school districts and

library systems

  * E-newsletter outreach

<BR>
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Secrets of the Silver Lion
by Emma Otheguy

From the bustling streets of New York City to the cobblestones of Seville

and the silver mines high in the Andes Mountains of Bolivia, Carmen is

off on another quest to stop VILE in this heart-pounding caper full of

twists and turns!

For centuries, the magnificent Throne of Felipe has stood with two empty

spaces beside its famous silver arrow-spaces where the silver castle and lion

should have been. And now, with the recent discovery of the silver castle

within a secret vault in Seville, Spain, the hunt is on for the third silver icon.

With all three pieces in the place, the throne will be enormously valuable-

making it a hot item on VILE's radar. Now it's up to Carmen and crew to find

the silver lion before VILE does,and protect the throne from winding up in the

wrong hands.

Author Bio

Emma Otheguy is the author of the bilingual picture book Marti's Song for

Freedom about Cuban poet and national hero Jose Marti, as well as her

middle-grade novel Silver Meadows Summer, which Pura Belpre-winning

author Ruth Behar called a magnificent contribution to the diversity of the new

American literature for young readers." Marti's Song for Freedom received five

starred reviews, was named a Best Book of the Year by Kirkus Reviews,

School Library Journal, and the New York Public Library, and was the recipient

of the International Literacy Association's 2018 Children's and Young Adult

Book Award in Intermediate Nonfiction. Emma's forthcoming projects include

her contribution to Newbery Honor-winning author Adam Gidwitz's Unicorn

Rescue Society middle grade fantasy series, to be released in spring 2020, as

well as a picture book, A Sled for Gabo, due out in fall 2020. Emma lives in

New York City. Visit her online atemmaotheguy.com

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Sep 8/20

5.5 x 8 • 192 pages

9780358380672 • $18.99 • cl

Juvenile Fiction / Movie Or Television Tie-In • Ages 8

-12 years

Series: Carmen Sandiego

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * ARC mailings to booksellers, educators, and

librarians

  * Social media advertising 

  * Promotion on HMH Kids social channels

  * Outreach to booksellers, educators, and librarians

  * Promotion at key festivals and conferences

* Cross promotion with official Carmen Sandiego

website and social media platforms

<BR>
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Sales Rep

Chasing Paper Caper
by  Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

This full-color graphic novel, based on the Netflix series starring Gina

Rodriguez, introduces kids to geography, culture, and history. Take in all

the action, adventure, and excitement of India with Carmen Sandiego,

the world's greatest thief!

Where in the world is Carmen Sandiego? Headed to the Mumbai, India for her

next caper! It's up to Carmen and her crew to stop VILE from their evil

exploits-but what is VILE after this time?

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Oct 6/20

5.5 x 8 • 144 pages

4-C illustrations

9780358380184 • $15.99 • pb

Juvenile Fiction / Comics & Graphic Novels / Media

Tie-In • Ages 8-12 years

Series: Carmen Sandiego Graphic Novels

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Cross promote with the official Carmen

Sandiego social media platforms

  * Feature on official website carmensandiego.com

* Social media messaging across HMH Kids

platforms Facebook, Twitter, Instagram

* Featured in the monthly HMH Kids e-newsletter

(over 20,000 subscribers)

<BR>
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Chasing Paper Caper
by  Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

This full-color graphic novel, based on the Netflix series starring Gina

Rodriguez, introduces kids to geography, culture, and history. Take in all

the action, adventure, and excitement of India with Carmen Sandiego,

the world's greatest thief!

Where in the world is Carmen Sandiego? Headed to the Mumbai, India for her

next caper! It's up to Carmen and her crew to stop VILE from their evil

exploits-but what is VILE after this time?

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Oct 6/20

5.5 x 8 • 144 pages

4-C illustrations

9780358380191 • $31.99 • cl

Juvenile Fiction / Comics & Graphic Novels / Media

Tie-In • Ages 8-12 years

Series: Carmen Sandiego Graphic Novels

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Cross promote with the official Carmen

Sandiego social media platforms

  * Feature on official website carmensandiego.com

* Social media messaging across HMH Kids

platforms Facebook, Twitter, Instagram

* Featured in the monthly HMH Kids e-newsletter

(over 20,000 subscribers)

<BR>
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Sales Rep

The Puppet's Payback and Other Chilling Tales
by Mary Downing Hahn

The author of wildly popular ghost stories, Mary Downing Hahn has created a

group of tales for fans of her scary but not too scary" books. Even the stories

without actual ghosts are spooky. Each tale turns something ordinary-a

pigeon, a white dress, a stranger on the bus, a puppet-into a sinister link to to

the supernatural. For the human characters, secrets from the past or careless

behavior in the present can lead to serious trouble. All the stories have a

young person as the central character, so all will resonate with young readers

who enjoy the eerie, the creepy, and the otherworldly. In a concluding note,

the author talks about how she came to write ghost stories.

Author Bio

Mary Downing Hahn, a former children's librarian, is the award-winning

author of many popular ghost stories. Her work has won more than fifty child-

voted state awards. An avid reader, traveler, and all-around arts lover, Ms.

Hahn lives in Columbia, Maryland.Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Sep 1/20

5.5 x 8.25 • 192 pages

9780358067320 • $24.99 • cl

Juvenile Fic / Ghost Stories  • Ages 8-12 years

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * National media campaign

  * National advertising

  * Promotional video

* ARC mailing to booksellers, educators, and

librarians

  * Promotion @HMHkids social channels

  * Conference promotions

  * Festival appearances

  * Outreach to booksellers, librarians, and educators

<BR>
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Dinomighty!
by Doug Paleo, illustrated by Aaron Blecha

A wildly funny full-color graphic novel about dinosaur heroes on a quest

to fight for good over evil.

On their own, they are four mild-mannered dinos, but together they are . . .

DINOMIGHTY!Everything is pleasant and good in Dinotown . . . until Teri-

Dactyl discovers a cryptic email that says the precious Golden Egglettes are

in danger! Dinomighties unite! But can they spring into action fast enough to

save these valuable jewels from evil baddies?

Readers of Dog Man, Hilo, and The Bad Guys will love the outrageous and

zany humor paired with the action-packed adventure in this exciting graphic

novel series.

Author Bio

Doug Paleois a dino-mite author of hilarious books for young readers. Stone

is his preferred medium for etching graphic novel scripts. In his free time, he

enjoys cave painting, going on long hikes to gather wild berries, and open-fire

cooking.

Aaron Blecha is an artist and author who designs funny characters and

illustrates humorous books. He has worked on several middle grade series,

including the popular George Brown, Class Clown and Shark School, as well

as the Dino Wars and the Our Principal series. Aaron lives with his family in

Brighton & Hove, on the south coast of England. monstersquid.com, Twitter:

@aaronblecha, Instagram: @monstersquid. Aaron Blecha is an artist and

author who illustrates humorous books for children, including George Brown,

Class Clown; Shark School; Dino Wars ; and the Our Principal series.

Originally from Green Bay, Wisconsin, Aaron graduated from the University of

Wisconsin with a Bachelor of Fine Arts in 1997. Before moving to London in

2007, Blecha worked as an animator and character designer in the animation

and toy industries in California. Today, he works as a freelance illustrator and

lives with his family in Brighton and Hove on the south coast of England.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Sep 1/20

5.5 x 8.5 • 224 pages

Full-color illustrations

9780358331568 • $19.99 • cl

Juvenile Fiction / Comics & Graphic Novels / Action &

Adventure • Ages 8-12 years

Series: Dinomighty!

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Inclusion in Etch launch campaign and

advertising

  * Conference promotion

  * Promotion @HMHKids social channels

  * Outreach to booksellers, educators, and librarians

<BR>

LEAD
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Sales Rep

The Vanderbeekers Lost and Found
by Karina Yan Glaser

New York Times best-seller Karina Yan Glaser brings everyone's

favorite Harlem family back in this poignant fourth novel in the delightful

and heartwarming" ( New York Times Book Review ) Vanderbeekers

series.

When autumn arrives on 141st Street, the Vanderbeekers are busy helping

Mr. Beiderman get ready for the New York City Marathon and making sure the

mysterious person sleeping in the community garden gets enough to eat. But

when they discover the true identity of the person making a home in the

community garden's shed, their world turns upside down as they learn what it

means to care for someone in an impossible situation.

In this fourth book in the Vanderbeekers series, return to 141st Street with Isa,

Jessie, Oliver, Hyacinth, and Laney as they attempt to make their

neighborhood a better place, one heartfelt plan at a time

Author Bio

Karina Glaseris the NYT best-selling author of The Vanderbeekers series. A

former teacher and now a contributor to Book Riot, Karina lives in Harlem,

New York City with her husband, two daughters, and assortment of rescued

animals. One of her proudest achievements is raising two kids who can't go

anywhere without a book.

www.karinaglaser.com

Twitter: @KarinaYanGlaser

Instagram: @KarinaIsReadingAndWriting"

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Sep 15/20

5.5 x 8.25 • 320 pages

black and white illustrations

9780358256199 • $24.99 • cl

Juvenile Fiction / Family / Siblings • Ages 8-12 years

Series: Vanderbeekers

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * National advertising campaign

  * Series trailer

  * Discussion guide

  * National media campaign

  * Conference promotions

  * Social media campaign

  * ARC mailings and giveaways

<BR>
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Sales Rep

Sherlock Bones and the Natural History Mystery
by Renee Treml

An action-packed graphic novel mystery with gentle humor and Bad

Guys-style illustrations, perfect for dinosaur-loving emerging readers.

Hi there, I'm Sherlock Bones.

Who is Sherlock Bones, you ask? Well, I don ' t like to brag, but my trusty

side-kick Watts says I ' m the greatest detective in our whole museum.

Don ' t you, Watts?

Watts . . . ?

Sherlock Bones and his sidekick, a stuffed parrot named Watts, live in a

natural history museum. So when the precious Royal Blue Diamond goes

missing, they are first on the case. What they don't expect is Grace, a silly,

new-to-the-scene raccoon who keeps getting in the way. Even worse, Bones

and Watts learn that if the diamond isn't recovered, the museum could

(GASP!) close! Can they find the diamond before they're forced to find another

home?

Author Bio

Renee Treml is the author and illustrator of several picture books for very

young readers, including: Once I Heard a Little Wombat, Ten Little Owls and

Wombat Big, Puggle Small . She also has a degree in environmental science

and has a passionate love of natural history.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Sep 22/20

5.31 x 8 • 272 pages

black and white illustrations

9780358311850 • $11.99 • pb

Juvenile Fiction / Comics & Graphic Novels / Mystery

& Detective • Ages 8-12 years

Series: Sherlock Bones

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * ARC mailings to key media, booksellers,

educators and librarians  

  * National advertising 

  * Social media advertising  

  * Included in all Etch imprint launch promotions 

  * Social media content, promotion, and giveaways 

  * Inclusion in Etch imprint announcement

* Pursue review and feature coverage in national

media 

* Target educator and middle grade blogs  for review

and interview coverage

  * Digital catalog mailing

<BR>

LEAD
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Sherlock Bones and the Natural History Mystery
by Renee Treml

An action-packed graphic novel mystery with gentle humor and Bad

Guys-style illustrations, perfect for dinosaur-loving emerging readers.

Hi there, I'm Sherlock Bones.

Who is Sherlock Bones, you ask? Well, I don ' t like to brag, but my trusty

side-kick Watts says I ' m the greatest detective in our whole museum.

Don ' t you, Watts?

Watts . . . ?

Sherlock Bones and his sidekick, a stuffed parrot named Watts, live in a

natural history museum. So when the precious Royal Blue Diamond goes

missing, they are first on the case. What they don't expect is Grace, a silly,

new-to-the-scene raccoon who keeps getting in the way. Even worse, Bones

and Watts learn that if the diamond isn't recovered, the museum could

(GASP!) close! Can they find the diamond before they're forced to find another

home?

Author Bio

Renee Treml is the author and illustrator of several picture books for very

young readers, including: Once I Heard a Little Wombat, Ten Little Owls and

Wombat Big, Puggle Small . She also has a degree in environmental science

and has a passionate love of natural history.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Sep 22/20

5.31 x 8 • 272 pages

Black and white illustrations

9780358311843 • $24.99 • cl

Juvenile Fiction / Comics & Graphic Novels / Mystery

& Detective • Ages 8-12 years

Series: Sherlock Bones

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * ARC mailings to key media, booksellers,

educators and librarians  

  * National advertising 

  * Social media advertising  

  * Included in all Etch imprint launch promotions 

  * Social media content, promotion, and giveaways 

  * Inclusion in Etch imprint announcement

* Pursue review and feature coverage in national

media 

* Target educator and middle grade blogs  for review

and interview coverage

  * Digital catalog mailing

<BR>
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The Willoughbys Return
by Lois Lowry

It's been 30 years and with rising temperatures melting icy mountain

tops the previously frozen Willoughbys have thawed out and are about

to return!From living legend and Newbery medalist Lois Lowry comes a

hilarious sequel to New York Times bestseller The Willoughbys - soon to

be an animated film starring Ricky Gervais, Maya Rudolph, Terry Crews,

Martin Short, Jane Krakowski, and Sean Cullen on Netflix!

Although they grew up as wretched orphans, the Willoughby siblings also

became heirs to the the Melanoff candy company fortune. Everything has

turned out just splendidly, except for one problem: Richie Willoughby, son of

Timothy Willoughby, is an only child and is quite lonely.

Winifred and Winston Poore have long admired the toys of their neighbor

Richie Willoughby and finally befriend the mysterious boy next door. But just

as Richie finally begins to make friends, selling sweets is made illegal, and the

family's fortune is put in jeopardy. To make matters worse, Richie's horrible

Willoughby grandparents-frozen atop a Swiss mountain thirty years ago-have

thawed, remain in perfect health, and are making their way home again.

What is the point of being the reclusive son of a billionaire when your father is

no longer a billionaire? What is the future without candy in it? And is there any

escaping the odiousness of the Willoughbys? These are the profound

questions with which Newbery medalist and ignominious author Lois Lowry

grapples in The Willoughbys Return

Author Bio

Lois Lowry is the author of more than forty books for children and young

adults, including the New York Times bestselling Giver Quartet and popular

Anastasia Krupnik series. She has received countless honors, among them

the Boston Globe-Horn Book Award, the Dorothy Canfield Fisher Award, the

California Young Reader's Medal, and the Mark Twain Award. She received

Newbery Medals for two of her novels, Number the Stars and The Giver . Her

first novel, A Summer to Die, was awarded the International Reading

Association's Children's Book Award. Ms. Lowry lives in Maine.

www. loislowry.com

Twitter @LoisLowryWriter

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Sep 29/20

5.25 x 7.75 • 176 pages

9780358423898 • $24.99 • cl

Juvenile Fiction / Social / Friendship • Ages 8-12 years

Series: Willoughbys

Notes

Promotion

LEAD
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Chestnut
by Jennifer Li Shotz

From the #1 New York Times best-selling author of Max comes a

heartwarming, middle grade adventure story about a rescue dog,

Chestnut, who befriends a girl trying to save her family's Christmas tree

farm in North Carolina.

Chestnut is a dog without a family. After being abandoned in the wild,

Chestnut is wandering the North Carolina countryside trying to survive. When

twelve-year-old Meg stumbles upon him on the outskirts of her family's

Christmas tree farm, she just knows that they're meant to be together forever.

The only problem? The farm is on the brink of closing down, and her family

can't afford a pet. Meg knows she has what it takes to save the business and

take care of Chestnut-she'll just need to keep him a secret until then. Will Meg

and Chestnut get their Christmas miracle?

Author Bio

Jennifer Li Shotz is the author of the #1 New York Times bestseller Max:

Best Friend. Hero. Marine., about the coolest war dog ever. She is also the

author of the Hero and Scout series. Among other things, Jen has written

about sugar addiction, stinky shoes, and sports-related concussions. A Los

Angeles native, she graduated from Vassar and has an MFA in nonfiction from

Columbia. A senior editor for Scholastic Action Magazine, she lives with her

family and Puerto Rican rescue dog, Vida, in Brooklyn.

Twitter: @jenshotz

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Oct 6/20

5.13 x 7.63 • 336 pages

9780358108740 • $11.99 • pb

Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Dogs • Ages 10-12 years

Series: American Dog

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Partnership with the ASPCA

  * Joint social advertising with STAR at on sale

* Lifestyle photographs, including solo shots and

group series shots

* Social media messaging across HMH Kids

platforms Facebook, Twitter, Instagram

  * Featured in the monthly HMH Kids e-newsletter 

<BR>
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Chestnut
by Jennifer Li Shotz

From the #1 New York Times best-selling author of Max comes a

heartwarming, middle grade adventure story about a rescue dog,

Chestnut, who befriends a girl trying to save her family's Christmas tree

farm in North Carolina.

Chestnut is a dog without a family. After being abandoned in the wild,

Chestnut is wandering the North Carolina countryside trying to survive. When

twelve-year-old Meg stumbles upon him on the outskirts of her family's

Christmas tree farm, she just knows that they're meant to be together forever.

The only problem? The farm is on the brink of closing down, and her family

can't afford a pet. Meg knows she has what it takes to save the business and

take care of Chestnut-she'll just need to keep him a secret until then. Will Meg

and Chestnut get their Christmas miracle?

Author Bio

Jennifer Li Shotz is the author of the #1 New York Times bestseller Max:

Best Friend. Hero. Marine., about the coolest war dog ever. She is also the

author of the Hero and Scout series. Among other things, Jen has written

about sugar addiction, stinky shoes, and sports-related concussions. A Los

Angeles native, she graduated from Vassar and has an MFA in nonfiction from

Columbia. A senior editor for Scholastic Action Magazine, she lives with her

family and Puerto Rican rescue dog, Vida, in Brooklyn.

Twitter: @jenshotz

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Oct 6/20

5.13 x 7.63 • 336 pages

none

9780358108702 • $18.99 • cl

Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Dogs • Ages 10-12 years

Series: American Dog

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Partnership with the ASPCA

  * Joint social advertising with STAR at on sale

* Lifestyle photographs, including solo shots and

group series shots

* Social media messaging across HMH Kids

platforms Facebook, Twitter, Instagram

  * Featured in the monthly HMH Kids e-newsletter 

<BR>
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Star
by Jennifer Li Shotz

From the #1 New York Times best-selling author of Max comes a

heartwarming, middle grade adventure story about a rescue dog, Star,

who befriends a shy boy as they hunt for lost treasure near Lake

Michigan.

After her elderly owner passes away, Star-a deaf Australian shepherd-is

brought to a local shelter. Star feels scared and alone-until she meets twelve-

year-old Julian. After getting in trouble at school yet again, Julian volunteers at

the shelter and realizes he can communicate with Star in a way that no one

else can. Their bond continues to grow, and Julian and Star become

inseparable. Then the unthinkable happens: Funding for the shelter dries up.

The only way to save Star is to adopt her, but he has to prove that he can stay

out of trouble and train a dog like Star. Will Julian and Star find a way to stay

together forever?

Author Bio

Jennifer Li Shotz is the author of the #1 New York Times bestseller Max:

Best Friend. Hero. Marine., about the coolest war dog ever. She is also the

author of the Hero and Scout series. Among other things, Jen has written

about sugar addiction, stinky shoes, and sports-related concussions. A Los

Angeles native, she graduated from Vassar and has an MFA in nonfiction from

Columbia. A senior editor for Scholastic Action Magazine, she lives with her

family and Puerto Rican rescue dog, Vida, in Brooklyn.

Twitter: @jenshotz

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Oct 6/20

5.13 x 7.63 • 336 pages

9780358108757 • $11.99 • pb

Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Dogs • Ages 10-12 years

Series: American Dog

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Social media advertising 

* Lifestyle photographs, including solo shots and

group series shots

* Social media messaging across HMH Kids

platforms (Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram)

  * Featured in the monthly HMH Kids e-newsletter

<BR>
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Star
by Jennifer Li Shotz

From the #1 New York Times best-selling author of Max comes a

heartwarming, middle grade adventure story about a rescue dog, Star,

who befriends a shy boy as they hunt for lost treasure near Lake

Michigan.

After her elderly owner passes away, Star-a deaf Australian shepherd-is

brought to a local shelter. Star feels scared and alone-until she meets twelve-

year-old Julian. After getting in trouble at school yet again, Julian volunteers at

the shelter and realizes he can communicate with Star in a way that no one

else can. Their bond continues to grow, and Julian and Star become

inseparable. Then the unthinkable happens: Funding for the shelter dries up.

The only way to save Star is to adopt her, but he has to prove that he can stay

out of trouble and train a dog like Star. Will Julian and Star find a way to stay

together forever?

Author Bio

Jennifer Li Shotz is the author of the #1 New York Times bestseller Max:

Best Friend. Hero. Marine., about the coolest war dog ever. She is also the

author of the Hero and Scout series. Among other things, Jen has written

about sugar addiction, stinky shoes, and sports-related concussions. A Los

Angeles native, she graduated from Vassar and has an MFA in nonfiction from

Columbia. A senior editor for Scholastic Action Magazine, she lives with her

family and Puerto Rican rescue dog, Vida, in Brooklyn.

Twitter: @jenshotz

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Oct 6/20

5.13 x 7.63 • 336 pages

none

9780358108719 • $18.99 • cl

Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Dogs • Ages 10-12 years

Series: American Dog

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Social media advertising 

* Lifestyle photographs, including solo shots and

group series shots

* Social media messaging across HMH Kids

platforms (Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram)

  * Featured in the monthly HMH Kids e-newsletter

<BR>
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No Place for Monsters
by Kory Merritt

In this spellbinding, lavishly illustrated story that Diary of a Wimpy Kid

author Jeff Kinney calls wildly imaginative and totally terrifying," two

unlikely friends face down their worst fears in order to stop their small

town-and themselves-from disappearing.

Levi and Kat are about to discover a very dark side to their neighborhood.

Nothing ever seems out of place in the safe, suburban town of Cowslip

Grove.?Lawns are neatly mowed, sidewalks are tidy, and?the sounds of ice

cream trucks?fill the air.?But now . . . kids have been going missing-except no

one even realizes it, because no one remembers them. Not their friends. Not

their teachers. Not even their families.

But Levi and Kat do remember, and suddenly only they can see why?

everyone is?in terrible danger when the night air rolls in. Now it is up to Levi

and Kat to fight it and save the missing kids before it swallows the town whole.

"

Wildly imaginative and totally terrifying- No Place for Monsters will scare you

silly!"-Jeff Kinney, New York Times bestselling author of the Diary of a Wimpy

Kid series

" No Place For Monsters is like a haunted-house version of Charlie and the

Chocolate Factory . Kory Merritt's wonderfully scary drawings will keep you

turning the pages through this truly spooky adventure."-Brian Selznick, New

York Times bestselling author of The Invention of Hugo Cabret and

Wonderstruck

" No Place for Monsters is so striking, it leaves an after image. You'll be

seeing the art long after you've shut your eyes for the night. Kory Merritt's

vision of monsters in our world is terrifying and unforgettable." -Max Brallier,

New York Times bestselling author of the Last Kids on Earth series

Author Bio

Kory Merritt is a former public school art teacher from Western New York who

enjoys reading weird stories, looking for strange wildlife, and drawing creepy

monsters. In addition to teaching, Kory previously worked as an illustrator for

the online game franchise Poptropica and its spin-off book series.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Oct 6/20

5.5 x 8.25 • 384 pages

black and white illustrations

9780358128533 • $21.99 • cl

Juvenile Fiction / Science Fiction, Fantasy, Magic •

Ages 8-12 years

Series: No Place for Monsters

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * National media campaign

  * National advertising<BR>

  * Promotional item<BR>

* ARC mailing to booksellers, educators, and

librarians<BR>

  * Promotion on @HMHkids social channels<BR>

  * Conference promotions<BR>

* Outreach to booksellers, librarians, and

educators<BR>

<BR>
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Sales Rep

Timo the Adventurer
by Jonathan Garnier, illustrated by Yohan Sacre

Having read every book in his tiny village, young Timo decides it is time to

leave home and become a hero. And while that is easier said than done, Timo

is determined to succeed. When he rescues an enchanted beast named

Broof, Timo gains a gruff and reluctant ally. But little does good-hearted Timo

suspect that Broof's mysterious past will bring complications to his journey. . . .

An engaging hero, surprising plot twists, and a host of fantastical creatures

keep readers turning the pages of this spelling-binding fantasy.

Author Bio

Jonathan Garnier has worked in graphic design, video games, and comics-

not only as a writer, but also as an editor and art director. He lives in France.

Yohan Sacre is a graphic novelist and children's book illustrator. He lives in

Belgium.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Oct 13/20

6.5 x 8.5 • 128 pages

full-color graphic novel

9780358360117 • $15.99 • pb

Juvenile Fiction / Comics & Graphic Novels / Fantasy •

Ages 8-12 years

Notes

Promotion

LEAD
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Sales Rep

Timo the Adventurer
by Jonathan Garnier, illustrated by Yohan Sacre

Having read every book in his tiny village, young Timo decides it is time to

leave home and become a hero. And while that is easier said than done, Timo

is determined to succeed. When he rescues an enchanted beast named

Broof, Timo gains a gruff and reluctant ally. But little does good-hearted Timo

suspect that Broof's mysterious past will bring complications to his journey. . . .

An engaging hero, surprising plot twists, and a host of fantastical creatures

keep readers turning the pages of this spelling-binding fantasy.

Author Bio

Jonathan Garnier has worked in graphic design, video games, and comics-

not only as a writer, but also as an editor and art director. He lives in France.

Yohan Sacre is a graphic novelist and children's book illustrator. He lives in

Belgium.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Oct 13/20

6.5 x 8.5 • 128 pages

full-color graphic novel

9780358360124 • $28.99 • cl

Juvenile Fiction / Comics & Graphic Novels / Fantasy •

Ages 8-12 years

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Etch promotions

  * National media campaign

  * Conference promotions

  * Social media content

<BR>
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Sales Rep

The Last Mirror on the Left
A Legendary Alston Boys Adventure

by Lamar Giles, illustrated by Dapo Adeola

In this new Legendary Alston Boys adventure from Edgar-nominated

author Lamar Giles, Otto and Sheed must embark on their most

dangerous journey yet, bringing a fugitive to justice in a world that

mirrors their own but has its own rules to play by.

Unlike the majority of Logan County's residents, Missus Nedraw of the Rorrim

Mirror Emporium remembers the time freeze from The Last Last-Day-of-

Summer, and how Otto and Sheed took her mirrors without permission in

order to fix their mess. Usually that's an unforgivable offense, punishable by a

million-year sentence. However, she's willing to overlook the cousins'

misdeeds if they help her with a problem of her own. One of her worst

prisoners has escaped, and only the Legendary Alston Boys of Logan County

can help bring the fugitive to justice.

This funny and off-the-wall adventure is perfect for readers of Jonathan Auxier

and Lemony Snicket.

Author Bio

Lamar Giles is an Edgar Award-nominated author and has published three

young adult novels. He is the co-founder of #WeNeedDiverse books and has

edited two #WNDB anthologies, including 2018's Fresh Ink . He lives in

Harrisonburg,VA. www.lrgiles.com, Twitter: @LRGiles, Instagram:

@LamarGiles London born and bred but of Nigerian heritage,Dapo Adeolais

an illustrator and designer who creates characters and images that challenge

gender norms in a fun and upbeat way. He is the co-creator and illustrator of

the upcoming picture book series Look Up (June 2019) and illustrator for the

middle grade novel The Last Last-Day-of-Summer by Lamar Giles (April

2019). When he's not busy cooking up new characters and adventures, you

can find him running illustration and character design workshops in and out of

schools, to help highlight the possibilities of a career in illustration to inner-city

children.

Twitter: @DapsDraws

Instagram: @DapsDraws

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Oct 20/20

5.5 x 8.25 • 272 pages

Interior b&w illustrations

9780358129417 • $24.99 • cl

Juvenile Fiction / Action & Adventure • Ages 8-12 years

Series: Legendary Alston Boys Adventure

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * National media campaign

  * Select author appearances

  * Conference promotions

  * Promotional item

  * Book trailer

  * Social media promotion

  * ARC mailings

<BR>
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Sales Rep

Anya and the Nightingale
by Sofiya Pasternack

The adventure continues in this exciting sequel to Anya and the Dragon

in which a dangerous monster lurks beneath the city and only Anya can

keep him from taking her friends' magic-and their lives. Perfect for fans

of The Girl Who Drank the Moon.

It's been a year since a violent Viking terrorized the small village of Zmeyreka

and Anya and her foolish friend Ivan saved a friendly dragon from being

sacrificed for his magic.

But things still aren't safe in the kingdom of Kievan Rus'.

After embarking on a journey to bring her papa home from war, Anya

discovers a powerful forest creature terrorizing travelers. But she soon learns

that he's not the monster the kingdom should fear. There's an even greater

evil that lurks under the city.

Can Anya stop the monster, save her papa, and find her way home? Or will

the secrets of Kiev leave Anya and her friends trapped beneath the city

forever?

Author Bio

Sofiya Pasternack is a nurse whose fondest childhood memories involve her

pet goats wrecking the house. When she's not at the hospital, she can be

found enjoying Utah's wild places, teaching her kids to make challah, and

writing whatever new story has taken up residence in her brain. She lives in

Utah.

https://www.sofiyapasternack.com

Twitter: @sofipasternack, Instagram: @sofipasternack

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Nov 10/20

5.5 x 8.25 • 416 pages

9780358006022 • $24.99 • cl

Juvenile Fiction / Action & Adventure • Ages 8-12 years

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Digital advertising

* ARCs to key media, booksellers, educators and

librarians

  * Social media posts

  * Conference promotions

  * E-newsletter outreach 

* Pursue review and feature coverage in national

media outlets

  * Target educator and MG blogs 

  * Digital catalog mailing 

<BR>
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Sales Rep

A Long Road on a Short Day
by Gary D. Schmidt and Elizabeth Stickney, illustrated by

Eugene Yelchin

A tender story of a father-son adventure with themes of community and

kindness, in short chapters with vivid full-color illustrations, by

bestseller and Newbery Honor winner Gary D. Schmidt and acclaimed

artist Eugene Yelchin.

In a story of perseverance and determination told with warmth and sparkling

with humor, a short winter day finds Samuel and Papa walking a long road on

Samuel's first trading trip. Meeting strangers, practicing good manners, and

proud to be in Papa's company, Samuel watches and learns as Papa trades

up from almost nothing to the milk cow Mama is yearning for. Simple text

combines with vivid illustrations for a satisfying tale that will resonate with

readers who enjoy an adventure with dad.

Author Bio

Gary D. Schmidt is the best-selling author of Pay Attention, Carter Jones;

Orbiting Jupiter; the Newbery Honor and Printz Honor book Lizzie Bright and

the Buckminster Boy; the Newbery Honor book The Wednesday Wars; and

Okay for Now . He is a professor of English at Calvin College in Grand

Rapids, Michigan. Eugene Yelchin is a Russian-born painter and illustrator. He

received a Newbery Honor for Breaking Stalin's Nose, which he both wrote

and illustrated. He lives in southern California with his family. www.

eugeneyelchinbooks.com Elizabeth Stickney is the pseudonym of Anne

Stickney Schmidt, the late wife of author Gary D. Schmidt and the author of

poems, essays, and picture books.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Nov 10/20

6.25 x 8 • 64 pages

Full color illus

9780544888364 • $24.99 • cl

Juvenile Fiction / Boys & Men • Ages 8-12 years

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * National advertising campaign

  * National media campaign

  * Conference promotions

  * Social media content

<BR>
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Sales Rep

The Boy, the Wolf, and the Stars
by Shivaun Plozza

A boy and his pet fox go on a quest to find a wolf who has eaten all the

stars in the sky before the Shadow Witch destroys the stars and

removes good magic from the world forever, perfect for fans of The Girl

Who Drank the Moon and Nevermoor .

Long ago, the land of Ulv was filled with magic. But that was before a wolf ate

all the Stars in the night sky, ridding the world of magic and allowing Shadow

Creatures, beasts made of shadow and evil, to flourish. Twelve-year-old Bo

knows the stories but thinks the Stars and the wolf who ate them are nothing

more than myths-until the day Bo's guardian, Mads, is attacked by a giant wolf

straight from the legends. With his dying breath, Mads tells Bo that Ulv is in

danger and the only way to prevent the Shadow Creatures from taking over is

to return the Stars to the sky.

And so Bo-accompanied by his best friend, a fox called Nix, a girl named

Selene who's magic is tied to the return of the Stars, and Tam, a bird-woman

who has vowed to protect Bo at all costs-sets off on a quest to find the three

magical keys that will release the Stars. But Bo isn't the only one who wants

the Stars, and the friends soon find themselves fleeing angry villagers, greedy

merchants, and a vengeful wolf. And all the while, an evil witch lurks in the

shadows and time is runningout.

Author Bio

Shivaun Plozza is the author of the critically-acclaimed novel Frankie, which

was a YALSA Teens Top 10 Pick and on the ALA's Best Fiction for Young

Adults List, and Tin Heart, which was nominated to the ALA's Best Fiction for

Young Adults List. When she's not writing she works as an editor and

manuscript assessor. The Boy, the Wolf, and the Stars is her middle-grade

debut. She lives in Victoria, Australia with her cat.

shivaunplozza.com

Twitter: @ShivaunPlozza

Instagram: @shivaunplozza

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Nov 17/20

5.5 x 8.25 • 384 pages

9780358243892 • $24.99 • cl

Juvenile Fiction / Science Fiction, Fantasy, Magic •

Ages 8-12 years

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Conference promotion

  * Promotion @HMHKids social channels

  * Outreach to booksellers, educators, and librarians

<BR>
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Una larga travesia hasta el agua
Basada en una historia real

by Linda Sue Park, translated by Aurora Humaran

The New York Times bestseller A Long Walk to Water begins as two stories,

told in alternating sections, about two eleven-year-olds in Sudan, a girl in 2008

and a boy in 1985. The girl, Nya, is fetching water from a pond that is two

hours' walk from her home: she makes two trips to the pond every day. The

boy, Salva, becomes one of the lost boys" of Sudan, refugees who cover the

African continent on foot as they search for their families and for a safe place

to stay. Enduring every hardship from loneliness to attack by armed rebels to

contact with killer lions and crocodiles, Salva is a survivor, and his story goes

on to intersect with Nya's in an astonishing and moving way.

Una larga travesia hasta el agua, best-seller del New York Times, comienza

como dos historias, que se van alternando, sobre dos ninos de once anos en

Sudan, una nina en 2008 y un nino en 1985. La nina, Nya, va a buscar agua a

un estanque que esta a dos horas de caminata desde su hogar; cada dia,

hace dos viajes hasta el estanque. El nino, Salva, se convierte en uno de los

"ninos perdidos" de Sudan, refugiados que recorren a pie el continente

africano en busqueda de sus familias y de un lugar seguro en el que vivir.

Soportando todas las adversidades -la soledad, el ataque de rebeldes

armados, el contacto con leones y cocodrilos asesinos-, Salva es un

superviviente, y su historia se cruza con la historia de Nya de una manera

sorprendente y movilizadora.

"

There have been several books about the lost boys of Sudan for adults, teens,

and even for elementary-school readers. But [this (...)

Author Bio

Linda Sue Park is the author of the Newbery Medal-winning A Single Shard,

the best-seller A Long Walk to Water, and the highly-praised novel Prairie

Lotus . She has also written several acclaimed picture books and serves on

the advisory board of We Need Diverse Books. She lives in Rochester, New

York, with her family. www.lspark.com, Twitter: @LindaSuePark

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Nov 24/20

5.13 x 7.63

9780358344896 • $11.99 • pb

Juvenile Fiction / People & Places / Africa • Ages 10

-12 years

Notes

Promotion
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Sales Rep

Una larga travesia hasta el agua
Basada en una historia real

by Linda Sue Park, translated by Aurora Humaran

The New York Times bestseller A Long Walk to Water begins as two stories,

told in alternating sections, about two eleven-year-olds in Sudan, a girl in 2008

and a boy in 1985. The girl, Nya, is fetching water from a pond that is two

hours' walk from her home: she makes two trips to the pond every day. The

boy, Salva, becomes one of the lost boys" of Sudan, refugees who cover the

African continent on foot as they search for their families and for a safe place

to stay. Enduring every hardship from loneliness to attack by armed rebels to

contact with killer lions and crocodiles, Salva is a survivor, and his story goes

on to intersect with Nya's in an astonishing and moving way.

Una larga travesia hasta el agua, best-seller del New York Times, comienza

como dos historias, que se van alternando, sobre dos ninos de once anos en

Sudan, una nina en 2008 y un nino en 1985. La nina, Nya, va a buscar agua a

un estanque que esta a dos horas de caminata desde su hogar; cada dia,

hace dos viajes hasta el estanque. El nino, Salva, se convierte en uno de los

"ninos perdidos" de Sudan, refugiados que recorren a pie el continente

africano en busqueda de sus familias y de un lugar seguro en el que vivir.

Soportando todas las adversidades -la soledad, el ataque de rebeldes

armados, el contacto con leones y cocodrilos asesinos-, Salva es un

superviviente, y su historia se cruza con la historia de Nya de una manera

sorprendente y movilizadora.

"

* There have been several books about the lost boys of Sudan for adults,

teens, and even for elementary-school readers. But [this (...)

Author Bio

Linda Sue Park is the author of the Newbery Medal-winning A Single Shard,

the best-seller A Long Walk to Water, and the highly-praised novel Prairie

Lotus . She has also written several acclaimed picture books and serves on

the advisory board of We Need Diverse Books. She lives in Rochester, New

York, with her family. www.lspark.com, Twitter: @LindaSuePark

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Nov 24/20

5.13 x 7.63 • 144 pages

9780358265108 • $24.99 • cl

Juvenile Fiction / People & Places / Africa • Ages 10

-12 years

Notes

Promotion
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Sales Rep

The Rembrandt Conspiracy
by Deron R. Hicks

In this standalone companion to The Van Gogh Deception, Art and

Camille team up once again to solve a large museum theft, using one of

the biggest heists in history to help them solve the case. Perfect for fans

of Dan Brown and the Mr. Lemoncello's Library and Book Scavenger

series.

Something's brewing at the National Portrait Gallery Museum in Washington,

D.C. twelve-year-old Art is sure of it. But his only proof that a grand heist is

about to take place is iced mocha, forty-two steps, and a mysterious woman

who appears like clockwork in the museum.

When Art convinces his best friend, Camille, that the heist is real, the two

begin a thrilling chase through D.C. to uncover a villainous scheme that could

be the biggest heist since the Isabelle Stewart Gardner Museum theft in 1990.

With a billion dollars' worth of paintings on the line, the clock is ticking for Art

and Camille to solve the conspiracy.

Author Bio

As a lawyer, Deron Hicks investigates mysteries for a living. He graduated

from the University of Georgia with a degree in painting and from Mercer Law

School. He lives in Warm Springs, Georgia with his wife and children.

www.deronhicks.com

Twitter: @DeronHicks

Instagram: @drhicksmysteries

Facebook: DRHicksMysteries

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Dec 1/20

272 pages

QR codes that link to famous paintings

9780358256212 • $24.99 • cl

Juvenile Fiction / Mysteries & Detective Stories • Ages

8-12 years

Series: Lost Art Mysteries

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Conference promotions

  * National media campaign

  * Social media promotion

<BR>
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Sales Rep

Just Like That
by Gary D. Schmidt

In this poignant, perceptive, witty novel, Gary D. Schmidt brings authenticity

and emotion to multiple plot strands, weaving in themes of grief, loss,

redemption, achievement, and love. Following the death of her closest friend

in summer 1968, Meryl Lee Kowalski goes off to St. Elene's Preparatory

Academy for Girls, where she struggles to navigate the venerable boarding

school's traditions and a social structure heavily weighted toward students

from wealthy backgrounds. In a parallel story,Matt Coffin has wound up on the

Maine coast near St. Elene's with a pillowcase full of money lifted from the

leader of a criminal gang, fearing the gang's relentless, destructive pursuit.

Both young people gradually dispel their loneliness, finding a way to be

hopeful and also finding each other.

Author Bio

Gary D. Schmidt is the best-selling author of Pay Attention, Carter Jones;

Orbiting Jupiter; the Newbery Honor and Printz Honor book Lizzie Bright and

the Buckminster Boy; the Newbery Honor book The Wednesday Wars; and

Okay for Now . He is a professor of English at Calvin College in Grand

Rapids, Michigan.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Jan 5/21

5.5 x 8.25 • 400 pages

9780544084773 • $24.99 • cl

Juvenile Fiction / Social / Friendship • Ages 10 years

and up

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * National advertising campaign

  * Author video

  * Educator guide

  * National media campaign

  * Conference promotions

  * Social media promotion

  * ARC mailings

<BR>
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Sales Rep

Oh My Gods!
by Stephanie Cooke and Insha Fitzpatrick, illustrated by Juliana

Moon

Oh My Gods!, the first in a new middle grade graphic novel series, reads

as if Raina Telgemeier and Rick Riordan teamed up to write a comic, and

offers a fresh and funny spin on Greek mythology. When an average girl

moves to Mt. Olympus, she discovers her new classmates are gods and

mythological creatures are actually real-as if junior high isn't hard

enough!

Karen is just an average thirteen-year-old from New Jersey who loves to play

video games with her friends and watch movies with her mom. But when she

moves to Greece to live with her eccentric, mysterious father, Zed, suddenly

everything she thought about herself-about life-is up in the air.

Starting a new school can be difficult, but starting school at Mt. Olympus

Junior High, where students are gods and goddesses, just might take the

cake. Especially when fellow classmates start getting turned to stone. Greek

mythology . . . a little less myth, a little more eek! And if Karen's classmates

are immortal beings, who does that make her

Author Bio

Stephanie Cooke is an award-nominated writer and editor based out of

Toronto, Canada. She's a comic book fan, avid gamer, movie watcher, lover of

music. . . and user of sarcasm. She is a purveyor of too many projects and

thrives in chaos. Her writing work is featured in Millarworld Annual, The Secret

Loves of Geek Girls, and Toronto Comics Anthology.Oh My Gods is her debut

graphic novel.

Twitter: @hellocookie

Facebook: facebook.com/hellocookie

Instagram: @hellocookie

Tumblr:hellocookie.tumblr.com

Insha Fitzpatrick is a New Jersey-based writer, editor, film nerd, and

professional spooky person. She's the founder and co-Editor-in-Chief of

DIS/MEMBER and co-Editor-in-Chief of Rogues Portal. Her bylines include

Geek.com, Birth.Movies.Death and she's also written stories including "The

Pollution of Conatha" (Uncaged Anthology Vol. 2, 2019). She's the truest

Hufflepuff, craves horror, loves true crime, and tries her best.

Website:www.ifitzpatrick.com

Twitter:@benwyatt

Instagram: @iinshagram

Tumblr: ifitzpatrick.tumblr.com Juliana Moonis a Brazilian digital artist working

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Jan 5/21

5.5 x 8 • 200 pages

full color illustrations

9780358299523 • $18.99 • pb

Juvenile Fiction / Comics & Graphic Novels/Fairy Tal •

Ages 8-12 years

Series: OMGs

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Featured in Etch group promotion

  * Conference promotion

  * Social media promotion

<BR>

LEAD
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Sales Rep

Oh My Gods!
by Stephanie Cooke and Insha Fitzpatrick, illustrated by Juliana

Moon

Oh My Gods!, the first in a new middle grade graphic novel series, reads

as if Raina Telgemeier and Rick Riordan teamed up to write a comic, and

offers a fresh and funny spin on Greek mythology. When an average girl

moves to Mt. Olympus, she discovers her new classmates are gods and

mythological creatures are actually real-as if junior high isn't hard

enough!

Karen is just an average thirteen-year-old from New Jersey who loves to play

video games with her friends and watch movies with her mom. But when she

moves to Greece to live with her eccentric, mysterious father, Zed, suddenly

everything she thought about herself-about life-is up in the air.

Starting a new school can be difficult, but starting school at Mt. Olympus

Junior High, where students are gods and goddesses, just might take the

cake. Especially when fellow classmates start getting turned to stone. Greek

mythology . . . a little less myth, a little more eek! And if Karen's classmates

are immortal beings, who does that make her

Author Bio

Stephanie Cooke is an award-nominated writer and editor based out of

Toronto, Canada. She's a comic book fan, avid gamer, movie watcher, lover of

music. . . and user of sarcasm. She is a purveyor of too many projects and

thrives in chaos. Her writing work is featured in Millarworld Annual, The Secret

Loves of Geek Girls, and Toronto Comics Anthology.Oh My Gods is her debut

graphic novel.

Twitter: @hellocookie

Facebook: facebook.com/hellocookie

Instagram: @hellocookie

Tumblr:hellocookie.tumblr.com

Insha Fitzpatrick is a New Jersey-based writer, editor, film nerd, and

professional spooky person. She's the founder and co-Editor-in-Chief of

DIS/MEMBER and co-Editor-in-Chief of Rogues Portal. Her bylines include

Geek.com, Birth.Movies.Death and she's also written stories including "The

Pollution of Conatha" (Uncaged Anthology Vol. 2, 2019). She's the truest

Hufflepuff, craves horror, loves true crime, and tries her best.

Website:www.ifitzpatrick.com

Twitter:@benwyatt

Instagram: @iinshagram

Tumblr: ifitzpatrick.tumblr.com Juliana Moonis a Brazilian digital artist working

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Jan 5/21

5.5 x 8 • 200 pages

full color illustrations

9780358299516 • $35.99 • cl

Juvenile Fiction / Comics & Graphic Novels/Fairy Tal •

Ages 8-12 years

Series: OMGs

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Featured in Etch group promotion

  * Conference promotion

  * Social media promotion

<BR>

LEAD
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Sales Rep

Ghosted
by Michael Fry

From the best-selling author of the How to be a Supervillian series,

comes this laugh-out-loud, heavily illustrated story of a shy boy, his

best-friend-turned-ghost, and their bucket list of adventures and dares.

Perfect for fans of the Timmy Failure and Diary of a Wimpy Kid series.

Larry's got a few problems. In school, he's one of those kids who easily gets

lost in the crowd. And Grimm, Larry's best friend in the whole world, has

ghosted him. Literally. One minute Grimm was saving a cat in a tree during a

lightning storm, and the next, he's pulling pranks on Larry in his new ghostly

corporal form.

When the two best friends realize that there's something keeping Grimm

tethered to their world, they decide that finishing their Totally To-Do bucket list

is the perfect way to help Grimm with his unfinished business. Pulling hilarious

pranks and shenanigans may be easier with a ghostly best friend, but as Larry

and Grimm brave the scares of seventh grade, they realize that saying

goodbye might just be the scariest part of middle school.

Author Bio

Michael Fry is the best-selling author of the Jimmy Patterson Presents How

to be a Supervillain series. A cartoonist for over 30 years, Michael is the co-

creator and writer of the Over the Hedge comic strip which was turned into a

Dreamworks film starring Bruce Willis and William Shatner. He lives near

Austin, TX.

www.overthehedgeblog.wordpress.com

Twitter: @MFryActual

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Jan 19/21

5.5 x 8.25 • 272 pages

B&W illustrations

9780358269618 • $19.99 • cl

Juvenile Fiction / Social / Friendship • Ages 8-12 years

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * National media campaign

  * Digital advertising

* ARC mailing to booksellers, educators, and

librarians

  * Promotion @HMHkids social channels

  * Conference promotions

  * Festival appearances

  * Outreach to booksellers, librarians, and educators

<BR>

LEAD
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Sales Rep

Sydney and Taylor Explore the Whole Wide World
by Jacqueline Davies, illustrated by Deborah Hocking

Best-selling author Jacqueline Davies tells the story of two unlikely

friends: Sydney and Taylor, a skunk and a hedgehog who strike out to

discover the great unknown, despite how afraid they are of it. Charming

full-color illustrations and a laugh-out-loud story make this chapter book

perfect for fans of the Mercy Watson and Owl Diaries series.

Sydney is a skunk and Taylor is a hedgehog, but no matter how odd the

pairing may seem, their friendship comes naturally. They live happily in their

cozy burrow . . . until the day Taylor gets his Big Idea to go see the Whole

Wide World. From mountains taller than a hundred hedgehogs, valleys wider

than a thousand skunks, to the dangers that lie in the human world, Sydney

and Taylor wanted to see it all. With a map and a dream, they bravely set off,

soon discovering that the world is muchbigger than they realized

Author Bio

Jacqueline Davies is the talented writer of several novels and picture books,

including The Lemonade War series and The Boy Who Drew Birds. Ms.

Davies lives in Needham, Massachusetts, with her family.

www.jacquelinedavies.net

Deborah Hocking has illustrated many children's books including Build,

Beaver, Build! Life at the Longest Beaver Dam, The Great Henry

Hopendower, and Max Explains Everything: Grocery Store Expert. When

she's not drawing, you can find her taking her sweet spotted pup for a hike,

renovating her 100-year-old cottage, or exploring the beautiful Pacific

Northwest. She lives in Portland, Oregon.

www.deborahhockingillustration.com

Instagram: @deborahhockingstudio

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Feb 2/21

6.5 x 8.63 • 80 pages

Full-color illustrations

9780358106319 • $21.99 • cl

Juvenile Fiction / Animals / General • Ages 6-9 years

Series: Sydney and Taylor

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * National advertising campaign

  * Activity kit

  * ARC mailings and giveaways

  * Social media content

  * Conference promotions

  * National media campaign

<BR>

LEAD
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Sales Rep

The Year I Flew Away
by Marie Arnold

In this magical middle-grade novel, ten-year-old Gabrielle finds out that

America isn't the perfect place she imagined when she moves from Haiti

to Brooklyn. With the help of a clever witch, Gabrielle becomes the

perfect American - but will she lose herself in the process? Perfect for

fans of HURRICANE CHILD and FRONT DESK.

It's 1985 and ten-year-old Gabrielle is excited to be moving from Haiti to

America. Unfortunately, her parents won't be able to join her yet and she'll be

living in a place called Brooklyn, New York, with relatives she has never met.

She promises her parents that she will behave, but life proves to be difficult in

the United States, from learning the language to always feeling like she

doesn't fit in to being bullied. So when a witch offers her a chance to speak

English perfectly and be American," she makes the deal. But soon she

realizes how much she has given up by trying to fit in and, along with her two

new friends (one of them a talking rat), takes on the witch in an epic battle to

try to reverse the spell.

Gabrielle is a funny and engaging heroine you won't soon forget in this sweet

and lyrical novel that's perfect for fans of Hurricane Child and Front Desk.

Author Bio

Marie Arnold was born in Port-Au-Prince, Haiti and came to America at the

age of seven. She grew up in Brooklyn, New York alongside her extended

family. Marie enjoys creating stories full of adventure, and wonder, which

center on girls of color. When she's not writing, she's adding to her insanely

long Netflix cue and trying not to order pizza. THE YEAR I FLEW AWAY is her

debut middle grade novel. She lives in Los Angeles, CA.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Feb 2/21

5.5 x 8.25 • 256 pages

9780358272755 • $24.99 • cl

Juvenile Fiction / Social / Adolescence • Ages 8-12

years

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * National advertising

  * Conference promotion

  * Promotion @HMHKids social channels

  * Outreach to booksellers, educators, and librarians

<BR>



F20 HMH Young Readers Sep-Feb 2020

Sales Rep

Of a Feather
by Dayna Lorentz

In the vein of Barbara O'Connor's Wish, a moving, poignant story told in

alternating perspectives about a down-on-her-luck girl who rescues a

baby owl, and how the two set each other free.

Great horned owl Rufus is eight months old and still can't hunt. When his

mother is hit by a car, he discovers just how dangerous the forest can be.

Reenie has given up on adults and learned how to care for herself-a good

thing, since she's sent to live with an aunt she's never met. Yet this aunt has a

wonderful secret: she's a falconer who agrees to help Reenie catch an injured

passage hawk in the wild and rehabilitate it.

When Reenie traps bedraggled Rufus, his eyes lock onto her heart, and they

form a powerful friendship. But can Rufus learn to trust in the outside world

and fly free? And can Reenie open her heart enough to truly soar?

Author Bio

Dayna Lorentz is the author of the Dogs of the Drowned City trilogy and the

No Safety in Numbers trilogy. She has worked in and around the foster care

system, most recently as a law clerk in the Vermont family courts, but she only

just started exploring the sport of falconry. Dayna lives in Vermont with her

husband and two children.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Feb 9/21

5.5 x 8.25 • 336 pages

9780358283539 • $24.99 • cl

Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Birds • Ages 10-12 years

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * ARCs to key media, booksellers, educators

and librarians

  * Social media promotion

  * Conference promotions

* Finished copies sent to key school districts and

library systems

  * E-newsletter outreach

  * Digital catalog mailing

<BR>



F20 HMH Young Readers Sep-Feb 2020

Sales Rep

The Deepest Breath
by Meg Grehan

An accessible and beautifully written middle grade novel-in-verse by

award-winning Irish author Meg Grehan about Stevie, a young girl

reckoning with anxiety about the many things she has yet to

understand-including her feelings about her friend Chloe. Perfect for

fans of Ivy Aberdeen's Letter to the World, Star Crossed, and George.

11-year-old Stevie is an avid reader and she knows a lot of things about a lot

of things. But these are the things she'd like to know the most:

1. The ocean and all the things that live there and why it's so scary

2. The stars and all the constellations

3. How phones work

4. What happened to Princess Anastasia

5. Knots

Knowing things makes Stevie feel safe, powerful, and in control should

anything bad happen. And with the help of her mom, she is finding the tools to

manage her anxiety.

But there's one something Stevie doesn't know, one thing she wants to

understand above everything else, and one thing she isn't quite ready to share

with her mom: the fizzy feeling she gets in her chest when she looks at her

friend, Chloe. What does it mean and why isn't she ready to talk about it?

In this poetic exploration of identity and anxiety, Stevie must confront her fears

to find inner freedom all while discovering it is our connections with others that

make us stronger.

Author Bio

Meg Grehan is a writer originally from County Louth, but is now hiding away

in Donegal in the northwest corner of Ireland, with a very ginger girlfriend, an

even more ginger dog, and an undisclosed number of cats (none of whom is

ginger). In 2018, she won the Eillis Dillon award from Children's Books

Ireland . She is currently studying film and likes cake and rain; dislikes going

outside.

Website: megcathwrites.wordpress.com

Twitter & Instagram: @megcathwrites

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Feb 16/21

5.5 x 8.25 • 192 pages

9780358354758 • $24.99 • cl

Juvenile Fiction / Lgbt • Ages 8-12 years

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Conference promotion

  * Promotion @HMHKids social channels

  * Outreach to booksellers, educators, and librarians

<BR>



F20 HMH Young Readers Sep-Feb 2020

Sales Rep

Power Up
by Sam Nisson, illustrated by Darnell Johnson

This boundary-pushing graphic novel that unfolds online and IRL takes

readers from the halls of middle school, to epic robot video game

battles, and back again.

Miles and Rhys know each other only as Gryphon and Backslash, and in the

video game Mecha Melee they're an unstoppable team. They're the best

friends they've got, online or in the real world, and they don't even realize they

go to the same middle school.

But real-life wrongdoing blasts their duo into a crater the size of Arcticon. With

life online and off a complete mess and BattleCon-and the Every Game Ever

tournament-just weeks away, can the boys play their way back to each other?

Author Bio

Sam Nisson has spent his working life creating worthwhile media for kids. For

many years, he produced outstanding video games based on brands like I

Spy and The Magic School Bus. More recently, he has worked on the Carmen

Sandiego series on Netflix, and has written and directed audio shows for

Pinna. He has been a constant gamer since the Atari 2600. These days, he

lives in Brooklyn, where his three kids can beat him at most games most of

the time. Darnell Johnson, a Miami, Florida native, discovered his passion

for art when watching Saturday morning cartoons as a kid. He would spend

time designing his own characters and making comics about them. It was in

high school Darnell knew he wanted to pursue a career in art. Currently he

lives in Alpharetta, Georgia with his beautiful wife and newborn son. Darnell

pulls inspiration from his faith, family, friends and life to pour into his

illustrations. He hopes the lines, colors, and shapes he makes, sparkthe

imagination of young readers. Instagram @darnelljohnson_305.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Feb 23/21

5.5 x 8 • 208 pages

full-color illustrations

9780358325659 • $18.99 • pb

Juvenile Fiction / Comics & Graphic Nov / General •

Ages 8-12 years

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Inclusion in Etch launch campaign and

advertising

  * Conference promotion

  * Promotion @HMHKids social channels

  * Outreach to booksellers, educators, and librarians

<BR>  <BR>  <BR>

LEAD
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Sales Rep

Power Up
by Sam Nisson, illustrated by Darnell Johnson

This boundary-pushing graphic novel that unfolds online and IRL takes

readers from the halls of middle school, to epic robot video game

battles, and back again.

Miles and Rhys know each other only as Gryphon and Backslash, and in the

video game Mecha Melee they're an unstoppable team. They're the best

friends they've got, online or in the real world, and they don't even realize they

go to the same middle school.

But real-life wrongdoing blasts their duo into a crater the size of Arcticon. With

life online and off a complete mess and BattleCon-and the Every Game Ever

tournament-just weeks away, can the boys play their way back to each other?

Author Bio

Sam Nisson has spent his working life creating worthwhile media for kids. For

many years, he produced outstanding video games based on brands like I

Spy and The Magic School Bus. More recently, he has worked on the Carmen

Sandiego series on Netflix, and has written and directed audio shows for

Pinna. He has been a constant gamer since the Atari 2600. These days, he

lives in Brooklyn, where his three kids can beat him at most games most of

the time. Darnell Johnson, a Miami, Florida native, discovered his passion

for art when watching Saturday morning cartoons as a kid. He would spend

time designing his own characters and making comics about them. It was in

high school Darnell knew he wanted to pursue a career in art. Currently he

lives in Alpharetta, Georgia with his beautiful wife and newborn son. Darnell

pulls inspiration from his faith, family, friends and life to pour into his

illustrations. He hopes the lines, colors, and shapes he makes, sparkthe

imagination of young readers. Instagram @darnelljohnson_305.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Feb 23/21

5.5 x 8 • 208 pages

full-color illustrations

9780358325710 • $35.99 • cl

Juvenile Fiction / Comics & Graphic Nov / General •

Ages 8-12 years

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Inclusion in Etch launch campaign and

advertising

  * Conference promotion

  * Promotion @HMHKids social channels

  * Outreach to booksellers, educators, and librarians

<BR>  <BR>  <BR>

LEAD
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Sales Rep

The Raconteur's Commonplace Book
A Greenglass House Story

by Kate Milford

Nothing is what it seems and there's always more than one side to the

story as a group of strangers trapped in an inn slowly reveal their

secrets in this new standalone mystery set in the world of the best-

selling Greenglass House, from a National Book Award nominee and

Edgar Award-winning author.

The rain hasn't stopped for a week, and the twelve guests of the Blue Vein

Tavern are trapped by flooded roads and the rising Skidwrack River. Among

them are a ship's captain, tattooed twins, a musician, and a young girl

traveling on her own. To pass the time, they begin to tell stories-each a

different type of folklore-that eventually reveal more about their own secrets

than they intended.

As the rain continues to pour down-an uncanny, unnatural amount of rain-the

guests begin to realize that the entire city is in danger, and not just from the

flood. But they have only their stories, and one another, to save them. Will it

be enough?

Author Bio

Kate Milford is the New York Times bestselling author of the Edgar Award-

winning, National Book Award nominee Greenglass House, as well as Ghosts

of Greenglass House, Bluecrowne, The Thief Knot, and many more . She

lives with her family in Brooklyn, New York. www.greenglasshousebooks.com

and www.katemilfordwritesbooks.com,

Twitter: @KateMilford

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Feb 23/21

5.5 x 8.25 • 384 pages

Black-and-white interior

9781328466907 • $24.99 • cl

Juvenile Fiction / Fairy Tales & Folklore / Single Title •

Ages 8-12 years

Series: Greenglass House

Notes

Promotion
<BR>National media campaign<BR> National

advertising campaign<BR> Goodreads giveaway<BR>

Conference promotions<BR> Author events<BR>

Festival appearances<BR> Promotion @HMHKids

social channels<BR> ARC mailings to educators,

booksellers, and librarians<BR>



F20 HMH Young Readers Sep-Feb 2020

Sales Rep

From Here to There
Inventions That Changed the Way the World Moves

by Vivian Kirkfield and Gilbert Ford

Celebrating the invention of vehicles, this collective biography tells the

inspiring stories of the visionaries who changed the way we move

across air, water, and land. Perfect for fans of Mistakes that Worked and

Girls Think of Everything .

In a time when people believed flying was impossible, Joseph and Etienne

Montgolfier proved that the sky wasn't the limit. When most thought horseback

was the only way to race, Bertha and Karl Benz fired up their engines. From

the invention of the bicycle and the passenger steam locomotive, to the first

liquid-fuel propelled rocket and industrial robot, inventors across the world

have redefined travel. Filled with informative sidebars and colorful illustrations,

this collective biography tells the story of the experiments, failures, and

successes of visionaries who changed the way the world moves.

* Davis' picture-book bio soars, inspires, and keeps (the pages) ever turning"

- Booklist, starred review

"The modernist look, inherently interesting topic, and strong documentation. . .

make this title a positive addition."

-School Library Journal

"Kids who take ferris wheels for granted should find this history eye-opening."

-Kirkus

"Davis's picture-book account of the Ferris Wheel construction does a first-

rate job of capturing the many risks-to civic pride, financial success, and

public safety-that attached to the first iteration of what most readers have

already enjoyed as a local carnival attraction."

-Bulletin

"Davis delivers a tense and satisfying underdog story, while Ford creates a

stylized 19th-century landscape."

-Publishers Weekly

"[An] informative and entertaining account."

-Wall Street Journal

Author Bio

Vivian Kirkfield describes herself as a writer for children and a reader

forever. A retired teacher with a masters in Early Childhood Education who

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Jan 19/21

7 x 10 • 96 pages

full-color Illustrations

9781328560919 • $24.99 • cl

Juvenile Nonfiction / Biography / Science & Tech •

Ages 8-12 years

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * ARC mailings to key media, booksellers,

educators and librarians

  * Social media promotion

  * Conference promotions

* Finished copies sent to key school districts and

library systems

  * E-newsletter outreach

  * Digital catalog mailing

<BR>



F20 HMH Young Readers Sep-Feb 2020

Sales Rep

The Ravens
by Kass Morgan and Danielle Paige

From New York Times best-selling authors Kass Morgan and Danielle

Paige comes a thrilling, dark contemporary fantasy about a prestigious

sorority of witches and two girls caught up in its world of sinister magic

and betrayals.

At first glance, the sisters of ultra-exclusive Kappa Rho Nu-the Ravens-seem

like typical sorority girls. Ambitious, beautiful, and smart, they're the most

powerful girls on Westerly College's Savannah, Georgia, campus.

But the Ravens aren't just regular sorority girls. They're witches .

Scarlett Winter has always known she's a witch-and she's determined to be

the sorority's president, just like her mother and sister before her. But if a

painful secret from her past ever comes to light, she could lose absolutely

everything . . .

Vivi Devereaux has no idea she's a witch and she's never lived in one place

long enough to make a friend. So when she gets a coveted bid to pledge the

Ravens, she vows to do whatever it takes to be part of the magical sisterhood.

The only thing standing in her way is Scarlett, who doesn't think Vivi is Ravens

material.

But when a dark power rises on campus, the girls will have to put their rivalry

aside to save their fellow sisters. Someone has discovered the Ravens'

secret. And that someone will do (...)

Author Bio

Kass Morgan is the New York Times bestselling author ofThe 100, which

was the inspiration for the hit CW show of the same name, and Light Years.

An editor of middle grade and young adult fiction at a larger publisher, Kass

received a bachelor's degree from Brown University and a master's degree

from Oxford University. She lives in New York City.

Twitter and Instagram: @kassmorganbooks

Danielle Paigeis the New York Times bestselling author of the Dorothy Must

Die series and Stealing Snow, as well as an upcoming Fairy Godmother origin

story series, and the graphic novel Mera: Tidebreaker for DC. In addition to

writing young adult books, she works in the television industry, where she

received a Writers Guild of America Award and was nominated for several

Daytime Emmys. She is a graduate of Columbia University. Danielle lives in

New York City.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Jan 5/21

5.5 x 8.25 • 400 pages

9780358098232 • $26.99 • cl

YA Fic / Fantasy / Contemporary  • Ages 14 years and

up

Series: Ravens

Notes
Fall 2020

Promotion
<BR>   * ARC mailing including a belly band, sorority

acceptance letter, and moon phase print

  * ARCs available at select shows and festivals

  * Preorder campaign 

  * Prepublication online trade advertising 

  * Online consumer advertising at on sale 

  * Social media advertising at on sale 

  * Social media advertising timed for Halloween 

  * Video content available

  * Influencer finished book mailing 

  * Digital toolkit available

* Printed promotional items for events and select

shows, festivals and mailing

* Social media messaging across HMH Teen

platforms Facebook, Twitter, Instagram

  * Featured in the monthly HMH e-newsletter

LEAD
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Sales Rep

When Villains Rise
by Rebecca Schaeffer

Dexter meets Victoria Schwab in this dark and compelling fantasy about

a girl who is determined to take down the black market once and for all

in the conclusion to the trilogy that started with the critically acclaimed

Not Even Bones .

Nita finally has Fabricio, the boy who betrayed her to the black market, within

her grasp. But when proof that Kovit's a zannie-a monster who eats pain in

order to survive-is leaked to the world, Nita must reevalute her plans.

With enemies closing in on all sides, the only way out is for Nita and Kovit to

take on the most dangerous man in the world: Fabricio's father. He protects

the secrets of the monsters who run the black market. Stealing those secrets

could be the one thing that stands between Nita and Kovit and certain death in

the thrilling conclusion to the trilogy that began with the critically acclaimed

Not Even Bones .

A gory, thought-provoking sequel mixing Dexter and John Wick and not for the

faint-hearted." - Kirkus

"[A]n unapologetically dark, morally messy thriller of survival, with an

ambitious plot. . . .A fascinating addition to a thought-provoking series." -

Booklist

Author Bio

Rebecca Schaeffer was born and raised in the Canadian prairies. Her itchy

feet took her far from home. You can find her sitting in a cafe on the other side

of the world, writing about villains, antiheroes, and morally ambiguous

characters. She is the author of Not Even Bones, the first in a dark YA fantasy

trilogy.

rschaefferbooks.com

Twitter: @rrschaeffer.

Instagram: @rebecca_schaeffer

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Sep 8/20

5.5 x 8.25 • 384 pages

9781328863560 • $24.99 • cl

YA Fic / Fantasy / Dark Fantasy  • Ages 14 years and

up

Series: Market of Monsters

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Conference promotion

  * Promotion on @HMHKids social channels

<BR>
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Sales Rep

Under Shifting Stars
by Alexandra Latos

This heartfelt novel for fans of Jandy Nelson and Adam Silvera follows

twins Audrey and Clare as they grapple with their brother's death and

their changing relationships-with each other and themselves.

Audrey and Clare may be twins, but they don't share a school, a room, a star

sign, or even a birthday. Ever since their brother Adam's death, all they've

shared is confusion over who they are and what comes next.

Audrey, tired of being seen as different from her neurotypical peers, is

determined to return to public school. Clare is grappling with her gender

fluidity and is wondering what emerging feelings for a nonbinary classmate

might mean. Will first crushes, new family dynamics, and questions of identity

prove that Audrey and Clare have grown too different to understand each

other-or that they've needed each other all along?

Sharply observed, laugh-out-loud funny, and entirely necessary; Under

Shifting Stars shines like a supernova." - Ashley Little, author of Confessions

of a Teenage Leper

"Luminous and lovely, heart-breaking and ultimately hopeful, this shimmering

new novel explores how to be ourselves in a hard world." - Alice Kuipers,

author of Life on the Refrigerator Door

"A gutting and exquisite portrait of resilience in the face of grief, Under

Shifting Stars renders the complexities of life and love as twins struggle to find

themselves and the connection they've lost. Audrey and Clare are achingly

real with voices that are masterfully distinct. Suspended in melodic prose that

had my heart aching to the very end, Latos renders hope in a novel that is

unlike anything I've ever read." - Heather Ezell, author of Nothing Left to Burn

Author Bio

Alexandra Latos lives in Alberta, Canada with her husband and children. This

is her first young adult novel. Visit her at alexandralatos.com, or on Twitter and

Instagram @alexandralatos.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Sep 29/20

5.5 x 8.25 • 288 pages

9780358067757 • $24.99 • cl

YA Fic / Social Themes / Death & Dying  • Ages 12

years and up

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * ARC mailings to key media, booksellers,

educators and librarians

  * Social media promotion

  * Conference promotions

* Finished copies sent to key school districts and

library systems

  * E-newsletter outreach

  * Digital catalog mailing

<BR>

LEAD
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Sales Rep

Descent
by Roland Smith

In this thrilling new novel from best-selling author of Peak, Roland

Smith, Peak Marcello, mountain-climbing extraordinaire and prodigy,

faces his toughest challenge yet as he descends into Tibet and goes

head-to-head with an old enemy.

Peak and his team need to descend into Tibet after surviving an avalanche on

the remote and isolated mountain of Hkakabo Razi. The only catch is that

Peak's famous mountaineering father, Josh, and climbing guide, Zopa, are

both wanted by the Chinese government. As a high-stakes game of cat-and-

mouse ensues, making it off the mountain won't be the end of this team's

struggles, only the beginning. . .

Heart-pounding action and political drama converge in this epic conclusion to

the Peak Marcello's adventures by bestselling author Roland Smith.

Author Bio

New York Times best-selling authorRoland Smith is the author of twenty-

eight young adult novels including Peak, The Edge, Beneath, Above,

Sasquatch, Elephant Run, Zach's Lie, Shatterproof (39 Clues), the Cryptid

Hunters series, the I,Q series, and the Storm Runner series. His novels have

garnered dozens of state and national book awards. He lives in Portland,

Oregon.

Website: rolandsmith.com

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Oct 13/20

5.5 x 8.25 • 240 pages

9780544859760 • $25.50 • cl

YA Fic / Action & Adventure / Survival Stories  • Ages

12 years and up

Series: Peak Marcello Adventure

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Social media promotion

  * Conference promotions

* Finished copies sent to key school districts and

library systems

  * E-newsletter outreach

  * Digital catalog mailing

* Pursue review and feature coverage in national

media outlets

<BR>
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Sales Rep

Divided Fire
by Jennifer San Filippo

In a rich fantasy world where Songs literally move heaven and earth, one

sister must use magic and the other must rely on strength to reunite

when pirates, greed, and war tear them away from each other.

Miren has never allowed jealousy of her sister's magic keep her from taking

care of Kesia, and Kesia has always depended on her big sister. When Kesia

is kidnapped, Miren will do anything to get her back-even team up with her

sister's aristocratic and seemingly ineffectual boyfriend. Neither sister had

ever left their small fishing village before, and now they are plunged into the

wider world, minor players in a war between nations. Each sister faces

external and internal perils, and each finds surprising allies and unexpected

strengths. How will the two find each other again? And what will become of

them if they don't succeed?

Author Bio

Jennifer San Fillippo is a freelance copy editor who holds an MFA in

Creative Writing from San Jose State University. She enjoys cycling, music,

and drawing. She lives in California with her family and a small army of pets.

www.jennifersanfilippo.com Twitter: @jennifersanflip

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Nov 10/20

5.5 x 8.25 • 368 pages

9781328489197 • $24.99 • cl

YA Fic / Family / Siblings  • Ages 12 years and up

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * ARC mailings to key media, booksellers,

educators, and librarians

  * Social media promotion

  * Conference promotions

* Finished copies sent to key school districts and

library systems

  * E-newsletter outreach

  * Pitch to top teen and fantasy outlets

  * Digital catalog mailing

<BR>
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Sales Rep

Curse of the Divine
by Kim Smejkal

Return to the world of inklings, tattoo magic, and evil deities as Celia

uncovers the secrets of the ink in order to stop Diavala once and for all.

This eagerly anticipated sequel to Ink in the Blood is perfect for fans of

Leigh Bardugo and Wicked Saints .

Celia Sand faced Diavala and won, using ink magic to destroy the corrupt

religion of Profeta that tormented her for a decade. But winning came with a

cost. Now Celia is plagued with guilt over her role in the death of her best

friend. When she discovers that Diavala is still very much alive and

threatening Griffin, the now-infamous plague doctor, Celia is desperate not to

lose another person she loves to the deity's wrath.

The key to destroying Diavala may lie with Halycon Ronnea, the only other

person to have faced Diavala and survived. But Halcyon is dangerous and

has secrets of his own, ones that involve the ink that Celia has come to hate.

Forced to choose between the ink and Diavala, Celia will do whatever it takes

to save Griffin-even if it means making a deal with the devil himself.

Author Bio

Kim Smejkal lives with her family on Vancouver Island in Canada, which

means she's often lost in the woods or wandering a beach. She writes dark

fantasy for young adults and not-so-young adults, always with a touch of

magic.

kimsmejkal.com

Twitter: @KimSmejkal

Instagram: @kimsmejkal

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Feb 9/21

448 pages

9781328637253 • $24.99 • cl

YA Fic / Fantasy / Dark Fantasy  • Ages 14 years and

up

Series: Ink in the Blood Duology

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Conference promotion

  * Promotion on @hmhteen social channels

  * Outreach to booksellers, educators, and librarians
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Some Other Now
by Sarah Everett

This Is Us for teens, this luminous and heartbreaking contemporary

novel follows a girl caught between two brothers as the three of them

navigate family, loss, and love over the course of two summers. For fans

of Far From the Tree, Emergency Contact, and Nina LaCour.

Before she kissed one of the Cohen boys, seventeen-year-old Jessi Rumfield

knew what it was like to have a family-even if, technically, that family didn't

belong to her. She'd spent her childhood in the house next door, challenging

Rowan Cohen to tennis matches while his older brother, Luke, studied in the

background and Mel watched over the three like the mother Jessi always

wished she had.

But then everything changed. It's been almost a year since Jessi last visited

the Cohen house. Rowan is gone. Mel is in remission and Luke hates Jessi

for the role she played in breaking his family apart. Now Jessi spends her

days at a dead-end summer job avoiding her real mother, who suddenly wants

to play a role in Jessi's life after being absent for so long. But when Luke

comes home from college, it's hard to ignore the past. And when he asks

Jessi to pretend to be his girlfriend for the final months of Mel's life, Jessi finds

herself drawn back into the world of the Cohens. Everything's changed, but

Jessi can't help wanting to be a Cohen, even if it means playing pretend for

one final summer.

Some Other Now is stunning and romantic- the rare book that will break your

heart and put it (...)

Author Bio

Sarah Everett is the author of No One Here is Lonely and Everyone We've

Been Every . She remembers growing up in enchanted forests, on desert

islands and inside a magical wardrobe. She would only ever erase her

memory of past karaoke performances and certain fashion choices. She lives

in Alberta, Canada.

www.saraheverettbooks.com

Twitter: @heysaraheverett

Instagram: @heysaraheverett

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Feb 23/21

5.5 x 8.25 • 368 pages

none

9780358251866 • $24.99 • cl

YA Fic / Family / Alternative Family  • Ages 14 years

and up

Notes

Promotion
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  * Promotions @hmhteen social channels
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The Vanderbeekers to the Rescue
by Karina Yan Glaser

A New York Times best-selling series! Harlem's favorite family returns in

the third installment in the Vanderbeerkers series, wherein the

Vanderbeeker kids find themselves racing to save their mother's baking

business from city closure. Illustrated with delightful black and white

illustrations.

For the Vanderbeeker kids of Harlem's 141st Street, spring break couldn't be

off to a better start. Isa's back from band camp, Oliver's building his first-ever

treehouse in the backyard of the brownstone, and Laney, Jess, and Hyacinth

are excited to help their mother when she gets the once-in-a-lifetime chance

to star in a cooking magazine.

But the Vanderbeekers' plans go off the rails when an unexpected visit from

city officials puts their mother's bakery in jeopardy. Now they'll have to band

together to save the day before they're out of business. Perfect for fans of

The Penderwicks and Front Desk .

THE VANDERBEEKERS TO THE RESCUE is almost a case study in why

these kinds of series are so captivating for young readers: Above all, while the

happy ending might be a foregone conclusion, there is great satisfaction in

seeing how their favorite characters untangle the knot this time." - The New

York Times.

"Once again Glaser produces a charming novel reminiscent of classic and

contemporary family story mainstays by Edward Eager, Jeanne Birdsall, and

others, but she adds depth with racial diversity, evocative city details, and

complex socio-economic issues. . . . Satisfying as a stand-alone and a

welcome return for those who consider the Vanderbeekers part of their own

family." - Kirkus

" Glaser ticks all the boxes of a (...)

Author Bio

Karina Glaseris the NYT best-selling author of The Vanderbeekers series. A

former teacher and now a contributor to Book Riot, Karina lives in Harlem,

New York City with her husband, two daughters, and assortment of rescued

animals. One of her proudest achievements is raising two kids who can't go

anywhere without a book.

www.karinaglaser.com

Twitter: @KarinaYanGlaser

Instagram: @KarinaIsReadingAndWriting"

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Sep 15/20

5.13 x 7.63 • 364 pages

Black and White Illustrations

9780358348245 • $11.99 • pb

Juvenile Fiction / Family / Siblings • Ages 8-12 years

Series: Vanderbeekers

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Educator guide

  * Series trailer
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The Last Last-Day-of-Summer
A Legendary Alston Boys Adventure

by Lamar Giles, illustrated by Dapo Adeola

The Last Last-Day-of-Summer reminds me that all children deserve to

exist in magical spaces where their imaginations and familial bonds will

them into heroism. Every single child should have the freedom to be one

of The Legendary Alstons. And I, for one, am grateful to Giles, and this

brilliant story, for that reminder." -Jason Reynolds, author of Newbery

Honoree Long Way Down

"The legendary heroes of this legendary book are already legendary

when the story begins! From there things can only get legendary-er!" -

Tom Angleberger, author of theOrigami Yoda series

"Lamar Giles has written an instant classic-readers won't want their time

with the Legendary Alston Boys of Logan County to end." -Gwenda

Bond, author of the Lois Lane series

The Hardy Boys meets The Phantom Tollbooth, in the new century!

When two adventurous cousins accidentally extend the last day of

summer by freezing time, they find the secrets hidden between the

unmoving seconds, minutes, and hours are not the endless fun they

expected.

Otto and Sheed are the local sleuths in their zany Virginia town, masters of

unraveling mischief using their unmatched powers of deduction. And as the

summer winds down and the first day of school looms, the boys are craving

just a little bit more time for fun, even as they bicker over what kind of fun they

want to have. That is, until a mysterious man appears with a camera that (...)

Author Bio

Lamar Giles is an Edgar Award-nominated author and has published three

young adult novels. He is the co-founder of #WeNeedDiverse books and has

edited two #WNDB anthologies, including 2018's Fresh Ink . He lives in

Harrisonburg,VA. 

www.lrgiles.com, 

Twitter: @LRGiles, 

Instagram: @LamarGiles 

London born and bred but of Nigerian heritage,Dapo Adeolais an illustrator

and designer who creates characters and images that challenge gender

norms in a fun and upbeat way. He is the co-creator and illustrator of the

upcoming picture book series Look Up (June 2019) and illustrator for the

middle grade novel The Last Last-Day-of-Summer by Lamar Giles (April

2019). When he's not busy cooking up new characters and adventures, you

can find him running illustration and character design workshops in and out of

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Sep 8/20

5.13 x 7.63 • 320 pages

Interior b&w illustrations

9780358244417 • $11.99 • pb

Juvenile Fiction / Action & Adventure • Ages 10 to 12

Series: Legendary Alston Boys Adventure

Notes

Promotion
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El nino nuevo
Cronicas de la Primaria Carver, Libro 5

by Karen English, illustrated by Laura Freeman, translated by

Aurora Humaran

(Spanish copy TK) Third-grader Gavin and his friends aren't sure what to

make of the new boy in their class, Khufu. He sure doesn't look or act like the

other kids . . . and they suspect that he stole Gavin's bike! Meanwhile, Gavin's

Great-Aunt Myrtle is coming to stay with his family again, and Gavin is sure

she'll be teaming up with his big sister to boss him around the whole time.

Offering spot-on storytelling, relatable characters and situations, and plenty of

action, this gently humorous story about a diverse group of elementary-

schoolers shows that even someone who seems strange can turn out to be a

good friend, if you give them a chance.

Combining inviting storytelling with a warm message of friendship and

accountability, this entry is a welcome addition to a pretty near perfect series

for independent readers." -Kirkus

Praise for The Carver Chronicles

"Many independent readers, particularly boys, will identify with these . . .

appealing and likeable characters." -Kirkus

"A much-needed story in which African American boys can see themselves

reflected in a positive light, completely free of the usual tropes." -Booklist

"Chapter book readers have few options if they want to read about urban boys

of color; here's hoping for more." -The Horn Book

Author Bio

Karen English is a Coretta Scott King Honor Award-winner and the author of

It All Comes Down to This, a Kirkus Prize Finalist, as well as the Nikki and

Deja and The Carver Chronicles series. Her novels have been praised for

their accessible writing, authentic characters, and satisfying storylines. She is

a former elementary school teacher and lives in Los Angeles, California.

Laura Freeman has illustrated several books for young readers, including the

Nikki and Deja and Carver Chronicles series, and Natalie's Hair Was Wild,

which she also wrote. Laura grew up in New York City, and now lives in

Atlanta, Georgia, with her husband and two children. www.lfreemanart.com

Instagram: @laurafreemanart Twitter: @LauraFreemanArt.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Sep 22/20

5.13 x 7.63

Black and white illustrations

9780358251996 • $8.99 • pb

Juvenile Fiction / People & Places / US / African-

American • Ages 6-9 years

Series: Carver Chronicles

Notes

Promotion
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Problemas en la casa de al lado
Cronicas de la Primaria Carver, Libro 4

by Karen English, illustrated by Laura Freeman, translated by

Aurora Humaran

In the fourth book in the Carver Chronicles series, third grader Calvin is

dealing with his next door neighbors moving away-and the school bully

moving in. Meanwhile, competition at the school science fair is heating up,

and Calvin must decide what to do when his data doesn't prove his theory.

This lively installment in a chapter book series about a diverse group of

elementary schoolers by Coretta Scott King Honoree Karen English offers

spot-on storytelling, relatable characters and situations, and plenty of action.

(Spanish copy TK)

. . . it's the realistic portrayal of Calvin's emotions and his struggles to

understand Harper that make this early chapter book so very readable."

-Booklist

"Freeman's black and white spot art is cute without being cartoony, catching

reality in the slouch of a kid over a gaming console or the glare of a girl about

to get reported to the teacher. Readers following the Carver School students

will appreciate another warm and approachable outing with the gang."

-Bulletin

". . . Carver is a welcoming, multicultural place. Chronicling the importance of

empathy and openness, this fourth in the Carver Chronicles is a pleasing

addition to a series in which diverse readers can recognize themselves in

starring roles."

-Kirkus

Praise for The Carver Chronicles

"Many independent readers, particularly boys, will identify with these . . .

appealing and likeable characters." -Kirkus

"A much-needed story in which African American boys can see themselves

reflected in a positive light, completely free of the usual tropes." -Booklist

"Chapter book readers have few options if they want to read about urban boys

of color; here's hoping for more.

Author Bio

Karen English is a Coretta Scott King Honor Award-winner and the author of

It All Comes Down to This, a Kirkus Prize Finalist, as well as the Nikki and

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Sep 22/20

5.13 x 7.63 • 160 pages

black-and-white interior illustrations

9780358251972 • $8.99 • pb

Juvenile Fiction / People & Places / US / African-

American • Ages 6-9 years

Series: Carver Chronicles

Notes

Promotion
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Fiesta de pizzas
Cronicas de la Primaria Carver, Libro 6

by Karen English, illustrated by Laura Freeman, translated by

Aurora Humaran

(Spanish copy TK)

A new title in a chapter book series featuring African American and

Latino boys that's full of kid-friendly charm and universal appeal.

Third-grader Richard and his friends are just four days away from setting a

record for excellent behavior and earning a classroom pizza party when

disaster strikes-their beloved teacher is out sick, and the strictest, meanest

substitute has taken her place! Will their dreams of pizza be dashed when the

sub suspects that some of them have been cheating?

This gently humorous installment in a chapter-book series about a diverse

group of elementary schoolers by Coretta Scott King honoree Karen English

offers spot-on storytelling, relatable characters and situations, and plenty of

action

Author Bio

Karen English is a Coretta Scott King Honor Award-winner and the author of

It All Comes Down to This, a Kirkus Prize Finalist, as well as the Nikki and

Deja and The Carver Chronicles series. Her novels have been praised for

their accessible writing, authentic characters, and satisfying storylines. She is

a former elementary school teacher and lives in Los Angeles, California.

Laura Freeman has illustrated several books for young readers, including the

Nikki and Deja and Carver Chronicles series, and Natalie's Hair Was Wild,

which she also wrote. Laura grew up in New York City, and now lives in

Atlanta, Georgia, with her husband and two children. www.lfreemanart.com

Instagram: @laurafreemanart Twitter: @LauraFreemanArt.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Sep 22/20

5.13 x 5.87

Black and white illustrations

9780358252009 • $8.99 • pb

Juvenile Fiction / People & Places / US / African-

American • Ages 6-9 years

Series: Carver Chronicles

Notes

Promotion
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Anya and the Dragon
by Sofiya Pasternack

This lush tale of magic and dragons is a gem for any adventure-seeking

middle grader and perfect for fans of Aru Shah and the End of Time .

Anya and the Dragon is the story of fantasy and mayhem in tenth century

Eastern Europe, where headstrong eleven-year-old Anya is a daughter of the

only Jewish family in her village. When her family's livelihood is threatened by

a bigoted magistrate, Anya is lured in by a friendly family of fools, who

promise her money in exchange for helping them capture the last dragon in

Kievan Rus. This seems easy enough, until she finds out that the scary old

dragon isn't as old-or as scary-as everyone thought. Now Anya isfaced with a

choice: save the dragon, or save her family.

With this clever, fast-paced debut, Pasternack draws upon the myth and

folklore of Kievan Rus' to deliver a delightful tale. . . .that never loses its sense

of fun or wonder."- Publishers Weekly

"Pasternack's debut is an irresistible blend of moral quandaries, magic,

humor, danger, and bravery. Imaginative details bestow a fairy-tale-like quality

to the story, which will effortlessly ensnare historical fantasy fans."- Booklist

"[T]ruly likable characters in [an] original setting. This delightful series opener

is an exciting blend of Russian and Jewish traditions."- Kirkus

"Pasternack eagerly depicts life in an tenth-century Russian village imbued

with magic and folklore, riddled with many references to Anya's family's

religion, their Jewish traditions, and the discrimination they face. The plot

keeps readers on their toes with skillful pacing. . . .Jewish readers may find

(...)

Author Bio

Sofiya Pasternack is a nurse whose fondest childhood memories involve her

pet goats wrecking the house. When she's not at the hospital, she can be

found enjoying Utah's wild places, teaching her kids to make challah, and

writing whatever new story has taken up residence in her brain. She lives in

Utah.

https://www.sofiyapasternack.com

Twitter: @sofipasternack, Instagram: @sofipasternack

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Oct 13/20

5.13 x 7.63 • 432 pages

9780358379058 • $11.99 • pb

Juvenile Fiction / Action & Adventure • Ages 10 to 12

Notes

Promotion
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Alchemy and Meggy Swann
by Karen Cushman

Fans of Karen Cushman's witty novels will welcome Meggy Swann, newly

come to London with her only friend, a goose named Louise. Meggy's mother

was glad to be rid of her; her father, who sent for her, doesn't want her after

all. Meggy is appalled by London, dirty and noisy, full of rogues and thieves,

and difficult to get around in-not that getting around is ever easy for someone

who walks with the help of two sticks. Just as her alchemist father pursues his

great work of transforming base metal into gold, Meggy finds herself pursuing

her own transformation. Elizabethan London has its dark side, but it also has

gifts in store for Meggy Swann.

* Writing with admirable economy and a lively ability to re-create the past

believably, Cushman creates a memorable portrayal of a troubled, rather

mulish girl who begins to use her strong will in positive ways."

- Booklist, starred review

* "Queen Elizabeth I is on the throne. London is a sprawling, chaotic city that

teems with all manner of humanity. Meggy has come to London ostensibly to

serve her alchemist father, a man she has never met. When he rejects her

because she is not male and because she is unable to walk normally, she

needs all her pluck and determination to rise above her plight. . . Cushman

has the uncanny ability to take a time and place so remote and make it live.

Readers can hear and see and smell it all asif they are right beside Meggy.

She employs the syntax and vocabulary of the period so easily that it is

understood as if it's the most contemporary modern slang. A gem."

- Kirkus , starred review

* "Cushman adds another intrepid, resourceful, courageous girl to (...)

Author Bio

Karen Cushman's acclaimed historical novels include Catherine, Called

Birdy, a Newbery Honor winner, and The Midwife's Apprentice, which received

the Newbery Medal. She lives on Vashon Island in Washington State. Visit her

online at karencushman.com and on Twitter @cushmanbooks.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Nov 24/20

5.13 x 7.63 • 176 pages

9780358097495 • $10.99 • pb

Juvenile Fiction / Historical / Europe • Ages 10-12

years

Notes

Promotion
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Grayling's Song
by Karen Cushman

It's time for Grayling to be a hero. Her mother, a hedge witch, has been turned

into a tree by evil forces. Tangles and toadstools! Lacking confidence after

years of being called Feeble Wits" by her mother, Grayling heads off dubiously

into the wilds in search of help, where she finds a weather witch, an aromatic

enchantress, a cheese soothsayer, a slyly foolish apprentice, and a shape-

shifting mouse named Pook. A fast-paced and funny coming-of-age odyssey

from Newbery medalist Karen Cushman.

"

* The eventual revelation of just who unleashed the destructive power

manages to be simultaneously unexpected, plausible, and thought-provoking.

Despite her self-doubt, Grayling is cut from the same cloth as the author's

other sturdy heroines, but she is also an entirely original and endearing

character that readers will cheer on as she seeks to save her mother and

return her world to rights."

-Kirkus, STARRED review

"The language gives the book the atmospheric flavor of historical fiction, and

the land itself is wild and mysterious, exactly the type of place where magic

could happen, children could wander around trying to fix the world, and tiny

mice could shapeshift into mighty protectors if fed the right potion. Cushman

offers (...)

Author Bio

Karen Cushman's acclaimed historical novels include Catherine, Called

Birdy, a Newbery Honor winner, and The Midwife's Apprentice, which received

the Newbery Medal. She lives on Vashon Island in Washington State. Visit her

online at karencushman.com and on Twitter @cushmanbooks.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Nov 24/20

5.13 x 7.63 • 224 pages

9780358097488 • $10.99 • pb

Juvenile Fiction / Science Fiction, Fantasy, Magic •

Ages 10-12 years

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Trade advertising
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Matilda Bone
by Karen Cushman

Into the fascinating, pungent setting of Blood and Bone Alley, home of leech,

barber-surgeon, and apothecary, comes Matilda, raised by a priest to disdain

worldly affairs and spend all her time in study and prayer. To Matilda's dismay,

her new occupation will not involve Latin or writing, but practical tasks: lighting

the fire, going to market, mixing plasters and poultices, and helping Red Peg

the Bonesetter treat patients. She is appalled by the worldliness of her new

surroundings, and the sharp-tongued saints she turns to for advice are no

help at all.

Filled with witty dialogue and richly authentic detail, Matilda Bone is a

compelling comic novel about a girl who learns to see herself and others

clearly, to laugh, and to live contentedly in this world.

This humorous, frank look at life in the medical quarters in medieval times

shows readers that love and compassion, laughter and companionship, are

indeed the best medicine." School Library Journal, Starred

The "fascinating information [in the afterword] is just as interesting as

Matilda's tale." Horn Book

Editor's Pick. Highly Recommended. "It has become my favorite Cushman

book." Book Report

"The plight of thirteen-year-old Matilda will capture readers' imaginations and

hearts." VOYA (Voice of Youth Advocates)

"Reader's who've appreciated Cushman's medieval visions will want to travel

back with her again here." The Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books

Author Bio

Karen Cushman's acclaimed historical novels include Catherine, Called

Birdy, a Newbery Honor winner, and The Midwife's Apprentice, which received

the Newbery Medal. She lives on Vashon Island in Washington State. Visit her

online at karencushman.com and on Twitter @cushmanbooks.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Nov 24/20

5.13 x 7.63 • 176 pages

9780358097525 • $10.99 • pb

Juvenile Fiction / Historical / Medieval • Ages 10-12

years

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Trade advertising
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Rodzina
by Karen Cushman

Rodzina Clara Jadwiga Anastazya Brodski, a strong and stubborn Polish

orphan, leaves Chicago on an orphan train, expecting to be adopted and

turned into a slave-or worse, not to be adopted at all. As the train rattles

westward, she begins to develop attachments to her fellow travelers, even the

frosty orphan guardian, and to believe that there might be good homes for

orphans-maybe even for a big, combative Polish girl. But no placement seems

right for the formidable Rodzina, and she cleverly finds a way out of one

unfortunate situation after another until at last she finds the family that is right

for her.

The compelling narrative is laced with wry humor and keen observation, full of

memorable characters, and a thoroughly researched Afterword.

Especially interesting as a women's history title. . . a great story." ALA

BOOKLIST, STARRED REVIEW Booklist, ALA, Starred Review

"An engaging, well-fleshed-out heroine. . . narrative voice is by turns curious,

resentful, humorous, and sad. . . a comfortable and informative read"

BULLETIN FOR THE CENTER FOR CHILDREN'S BOOKS The Bulletin of the

Center for Children's Books

"A contemporary feel without anachronism." KIRKUS REVEIWS Kirkus

Reviews

"Engaging characters, a vivid setting, and a prickly but endearing heroine. . .

first-person narrative captures [her] personality and spirit [with] poignancy

amd humor." SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL, STARRED REVIEW School

Library Journal, Starred

"Rodzina is prickly, stubborn, and heart-sore but she's also honest, likable and

smart. . . Enough unpredictability to nicely unsettle expectations." THE HORN

BOOK Horn Book

"[Cushman's] choice of subjects is always excellent. . . a delightful, thoroughly

Polish, heroine." NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW The New York Times

Book Review"

Author Bio

Karen Cushman's acclaimed historical novels include Catherine, Called

Birdy, a Newbery Honor winner, and The Midwife's Apprentice, which received

the Newbery Medal. She lives on Vashon Island in Washington State. Visit her

online at karencushman.com and on Twitter @cushmanbooks.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Nov 24/20

5.13 x 7.63 • 224 pages

9780358097518 • $10.99 • pb

Juvenile Fiction / Girls & Women • Ages 10-12 years

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Trade advertising

<BR>
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Pay Attention, Carter Jones
by Gary D. Schmidt

Carter Jones is astonished early one morning when he finds a real English

butler, bowler hat and all, on the doorstep-one who stays to help the Jones

family, which is a little bit broken.

In addition to figuring out middle school, Carter has to adjust to the

unwelcome presence of this new know-it-all adult in his life and navigate the

butler's notions of decorum. And ultimately, when his burden of grief and

anger from the past can no longer be ignored, Carter learns that a burden

becomes lighter when it is shared.

Sparkling with humor, this insightful and compassionate story will resonate

with readers who have confronted secrets of their own.

* Schmidt gracefully weaves together the humor of school, siblings, and a

dachshund with a delicate digestive system with deeper themes of family

connection, disappointment, anger, and grief. The result is wonderfully

impressive and layered." - Kirkus, starred review

* "Schmidt, author of the celebrated Wednesday Wars, strikes gold again with

this emotionally complex character who learns to navigate change and

disappointment, and, more important, how to receive help." - School Library

Journal, starred review

* "Deft incorporation of comedic scenes and Schmidt's trademark use of

narrator-provided snark give the story the levity it needs . . . By the novel's

conclusion - by which time Carter's whole school is obsessed with [cricket] -

readers will be cheering on each 'over' and every 'wicket.'- Horn Book, starred

review

* "Schmidt fuses pathos and humor in this (...)

Author Bio

Gary D. Schmidt is the best-selling author of Pay Attention, Carter Jones;

Orbiting Jupiter; the Newbery Honor and Printz Honor book Lizzie Bright and

the Buckminster Boy; the Newbery Honor book The Wednesday Wars; and

Okay for Now . He is a professor of English at Calvin College in Grand

Rapids, Michigan.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Nov 3/20

5.13 x 7.63 • 240 pages

9780358346302 • $11.99 • pb

Juvenile Fiction / Social / Friendship • Ages 10 to 12

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * Discussion guide
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The Thief Knot
A Greenglass House Story

by Kate Milford

Ghosts, a kidnapping, a crew of young detectives, and family secrets

mix in this new standalone mystery set in the world of the best-selling

Greenglass House , from a National Book Award nominee and Edgar

Award-winning author.

Marzana and her best friend are bored. Even though they live in a notorious

city where normal rules do not apply, nothing interesting ever happens to

them. Nothing, that is, until Marzana's parents are recruited to help solve an

odd crime, and she realizes that this could be the excitement she's been

waiting for. She assembles a group of kid detectives with special skills-

including the ghost of a ship captain's daughter-and together, they explore

hidden passageways, navigate architecturethat changes overnight, and try to

unravel the puzzle of who the kidnappers are-and where they're hiding. But

will they beat the deadline for a ransom that's impossible to pay?

Legendary smugglers, suspicious teachers, and some scary bad guys are just

a few of the adults the crew must circumvent while discovering hidden truths

about their families and themselves in this smart, richly imagined tale.

&#9733; [B]rimful of intrigue, plucky wannabe adventurers, and some

suspiciously artful iron. . . .Observant readers will delight in piecing together

the clues to puzzle out the knots alongside the Knot. . . .A fascinating, intricate

tale of friendship and rescue."- Kirkus, STARRED review

&#9733; "[A] truly twisty brain-teaser filled with puzzles, misdirection, and

adventure, all with just the right balance of emotional weight that is pitch-

perfect for a middle-grade audience. . . .Milford's Nagspeake stories are

always a treat, but this one (...)

Author Bio

Kate Milford is the New York Times bestselling author of the Edgar Award-

winning, National Book Award nominee Greenglass House, as well as Ghosts

of Greenglass House, Bluecrowne, The Thief Knot, and many more . She

lives with her family in Brooklyn, New York. www.greenglasshousebooks.com

and www.katemilfordwritesbooks.com,

Twitter: @KateMilford

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Jan 19/21

5.13 x 7.63 • 464 pages

black-and-white chapter opening spot illustrations

9780358348207 • $11.99 • pb

Juvenile Fiction / Mysteries & Detective Stories • Ages

10 to 12

Series: Greenglass House

Notes

Promotion
<BR>   * Trade and consumer advertising

  * Hand-selling kit for booksellers

  * Conference promotions

* Social media content, promotions, and giveaways

via @hmhkids

<BR>
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Only Ashes Remain
by Rebecca Schaeffer

Dexter meets Victoria Schwab in this dark and compelling fantasy about

a girl who seeks revenge on the boy who betrayed her, a sequel to the

critically acclaimed Not Even Bones .

After escaping her kidnappers and destroying the black market where she

was held captive, all Nita wants is to find a way to live her life without looking

over her shoulder. But with a video of her ability to self-heal all over the dark

web, Nita knows she's still a prime target on the black market. There's only

one way to keep herself safe. Nita must make herself so feared that no one

would ever dare come after her again. And the best way to start building her

reputation? Take her revenge on Fabricio, the boy who sold Nita to her

kidnappers. But killing Fabricio is harder than Nita thought it would be, even

with Kovit by her side. Now caught in a game of kill or be killed, Nita will do

whatever it takes to win.

A gory, thought-provoking sequel mixing Dexter and John Wick and not for the

faint-hearted." - Kirkus

"[A]n unapologetically dark, morally messy thriller of survival, with an

ambitious plot. . . .A fascinating addition to a thought-provoking series." -

Booklist

Author Bio

Rebecca Schaeffer was born and raised in the Canadian prairies. Her itchy

feet took her far from home. You can find her sitting in a cafe on the other side

of the world, writing about villains, antiheroes, and morally ambiguous

characters. She is the author of Not Even Bones, the first in a dark YA fantasy

trilogy.

rschaefferbooks.com

Twitter: @rrschaeffer.

Instagram: @rebecca_schaeffer

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Sep 8/20

5.5 x 8.25 • 432 pages

9780358348948 • $14.99 • pb

YA Fic / Fantasy / Dark Fantasy  • Ages 14 years and

up

Series: Market of Monsters

Notes

Promotion
<BR>  * National advertising campaign

  * National media campaign

  * Conference promotions

  * Dedicated bookseller mailing

* Social media promotion across @hmhteen

channels

* Top-tier influencer campaign across Youtube and

Instagram

<BR>
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Ascent
by Roland Smith

Peak Marcello goes to Mayanmar to climb one of the most isolated

mountains in the world in this thrilling new novel from bestselling author

Roland Smith.

After conquering the mountains in Afghanistan, Peak Marcello goes to

Myanmar, a country that has been in the grips of a brutal military regime for

more than fifty years, to visit Alessia. When he's invited to climb Hkakabo

Razi, one of the most isolated mountains in the world, Peak can't pass up the

opportunity. But getting to the mountain will involve a four-week trek through

tropical rainforests rife with hazards-from venomous reptiles and leeches to

corrupt police and military. In theend, summiting Hkakabo Razi may be the

easiest thing Peak does.

Though each installment can stand on its own, Smith weaves them together

with his cast of characters and the promise of suspense and political intrigue

so that readers new to the series can dive right in, and readers who have

followed from the beginning can join up with old friends for another intelligent

and lively adventure." - Horn Book Magazine

"The third book of Peak's adventures includes the same engaging narration,

exotic settings, and plentiful perils that won the series' debut high praise." -

Booklist

"An absorbing wilderness story." - Kirkus

" Smith's reliable attention to the culture, politics, and environmental habitat of

his settings is engaging and integral to the action. . . Details about Hkakabo

Razi, flora and fauna, and climbing techniques will appeal to science and

sports buffs alike." - School Library Journal

Author Bio

New York Times best-selling authorRoland Smith is the author of twenty-

eight young adult novels including Peak, The Edge, Beneath, Above,

Sasquatch, Elephant Run, Zach's Lie, Shatterproof (39 Clues), the Cryptid

Hunters series, the I,Q series, and the Storm Runner series. His novels have

garnered dozens of state and national book awards. He lives in Portland,

Oregon.

Website: rolandsmith.com

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Sep 15/20

4.5 x 7 • 256 pages

9780358040644 • $12.99 • pb

YA Fic / Action & Adventure / Survival Stories  • Ages

12 years and up

Series: Peak Marcello Adventure

Notes

Promotion
-  Select author events

   -  ARC mailings and giveaways

-  Conference promotions
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Ichiro
by Ryan Inzana

Exploring themes of grief, masculinity, and belonging, Ryan Inzana's

award-winning work is perfect for fans of Hey, Kiddo, American Born

Chinese, and Tilly Walden.

Eisner Nominee - Asian/Pacific American Young Adult Literature Honor

Raised by his Japanese mother, Ichiro idolizes his dead American father, and

struggles to fit in. When his mother decides to visit Japan, Ichiro is left with his

grandfather, in a country he doesn't know.

Grandfather becomes Ichi's guide, sharing Japan with him. But one night, a

monster drags Ichi away-into the domain of the gods! Now, he must face his

fears and learn about the nature of man, of gods, and of war. He also learns

there are no easy answers-for gods or men.

Called thought-provoking, wholly original, and captivating by reviewers, Ichiro

asks hard questions for readers but challenges them to arrive at their own

conclusion" ( Booklist ) and offers "a powerful commentary on war and

peace" ( Bulletin

Author Bio

Ryan Inzana is an illustrator and comic artist whose work has appeared in

numerous magazines, ad campaigns, books, and various other media all over

the world. Ichiro is his second graphic novel. He lives in New Jersey, with his

wife. www.ryaninzana.com.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Sep 22/20

6 x 8.5 • 288 pages

Full-color illustrations

9780358238409 • $24.99 • pb

YA Fic / Family / Multigenerational  • Ages 12 years

and up

Notes

Promotion
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White Rose
by Kip Wilson

In a searing indictment of silent complicity, White Rose shines a light on

one remarkable young woman's insistence on the power of truth, no

matter the cost. A timely call to resistance." - Joy McCullough, author of

Blood Water Paint

" White Rose is a resonant testament to courage. In a time of horrific

brutality, young people found a nonviolent way to resist. Told in the form

of poetry, the story of their hopes is honored and brought back to life,

still relevant today, when regimes that spread hatred are once again

thriving, and words are our most powerful defensive weapon." -

Margarita Engle, author of Newbery Honoree The Surrender Tree and

2017-2019 Young People's Poet Laureate.

"Both heart-wrenching and inspiring, Sophie Scholl's story, as retold by

Kip Wilson in White Rose, is a stunning reminder to stand against evil,

even when you stand alone. This is the kind of book that sticks in your

heart long after you've finished. An incredible story of heroism

incredibly told." - Mackenzi Lee, author of New York Times Bestseller

The Gentleman's Guide to Vice & Virtue

"White Rose is a deftly plotted, absorbing read. A bold tribute to a brave

hero of the German resistance during World War II. Wilson's debut is a

triumph!"

-Melanie Crowder, author of National Jewish Book Award finalist

Audacity

"A graceful, moving portrait of a heroic young woman's defiant refusal

to remain complicit with Nazi oppression." - Julie Berry, Printz Honor

author of The Passion of Dolssa

A gorgeous and timely novel based on the incredible story of Sophie

Scholl, a young German college student who challenged (...)

Author Bio

Kip Wilson is the Poetry Editor of the Young Adult Review Network and has a

Ph.D. in German Literature. In 2017, she won the PEN/New England Susan P.

Bloom Discovery Award, and her work has appeared in several children's

literary magazines. She lives in Boston, MA. www.kipwilsonwrites.com,

Twitter: @kiperoo, Instagram: @kipwilsonwrites

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Jan 12/21

5.5 x 8.25 • 384 pages

9780358376699 • $14.99 • pb

YA Fic / Historical / Holocaust  • Ages 12 and up

Notes

Promotion
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Ink in the Blood
by Kim Smejkal

A lush, dark YA fantasy debut that weaves together tattoo magic, faith,

and eccentric theater in a world where lies are currency and ink is a

weapon, perfect for fans of Leigh Bardugo and Kendare Blake.

Celia Sand and her best friend, Anya Burtoni, are inklings for the esteemed

religion of Profeta. Using magic, they tattoo followers with beautiful images

that represent the Divine's will and guide the actions of the recipients. It's

considered a noble calling, but ten years into their servitude Celia and Anya

know the truth: Profeta is built on lies, the tattooed orders strip away freedom,

and the revered temple is actually a brutal, torturous prison.

Their opportunity to escape arrives with the Rabble Mob, a traveling theater

troupe. Using their inkling abilities for performance instead of propaganda,

Celia and Anya are content for the first time . . . until they realize who followed

them. The Divine they never believed in is very real, very angry, and

determined to use Celia, Anya, and the Rabble Mob's now-infamous stage to

spread her deceitful influence even further.

To protect their new family from the wrath of a malicious deity and the zealots

who work in her name, Celia and Anya must unmask the biggest lie of all-

Profeta itself.

? Fierce friendships, fraught romance, and sharply drawn, emotionally

complex characters of sundry gender identities and sexual orientations

elevate the stakes of this ambitious, thought-provoking tale, whose closing

cliffhanger inspires and devastates in equal measure." - Publishers Weekly,

STARRED review

"Smejkal's debut creates an intriguing, enticing world. . . .This is a vivid,

imaginative confection with plenty (...)

Author Bio

Kim Smejkal lives with her family on Vancouver Island in Canada, which

means she's often lost in the woods or wandering a beach. She writes dark

fantasy for young adults and not-so-young adults, always with a touch of

magic.

kimsmejkal.com

Twitter: @KimSmejkal

Instagram: @kimsmejkal

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Feb 9/21

5.5 x 8.25 • 448 pages

9780358348931 • $14.99 • pb

YA Fic / Fantasy / Dark Fantasy  • Ages 14 years and

up

Series: Ink in the Blood Duology

Notes

Promotion
<BR>   * National advertising campaign

  * National media campaign

  * Dedicated bookseller mailing

  * Conference promotions

* Top-tier influencer campaign across Youtube and

Instagram

* Promotion across all @hmhteen social media

channels

<BR>
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Animal Farm: The Graphic Novel
by George Orwell, illustrated by  Odyr

A beautiful graphic adaptation of George Orwell's timeless and timely

allegorical novel.

All animals are equal, but some animals are more equal than others. "

In 1945, George Orwell, called "the conscience of his generation," created an

enduring, devastating story of new tyranny replacing old, and power

corrupting even the noblest of causes. Today it is all too clear that Orwell's

masterpiece is still fiercely relevant wherever cults of personality thrive, truths

are twisted by those in power, and freedom is under attack. In this fully

authorized edition, the artist Odyr translates the world and message of Animal

Farm into a gorgeously imagined graphic novel.

Old Major, Napoleon, Squealer, Snowball, Boxer, and all the animals of

Animal Farm come to life in this newly envisaged classic. From his individual

brushstrokes to the freedom of his page design, Odyr's adaptation seamlessly

moves between satire and fable and will appeal to all ages, just as Orwell

intended.

"

Odyr, using a bright palette, has fully adapted what Orwell called a fairy tale"

satirizing Stalin-and the result is elegant and heartbreaking. Odyr's images of

animals casting off their bonds and then living with the results of their

revolution are painterly and evocative, both loose and illuminating. Instead of

a reduction of the original, Odyr's imagined barnyard world adds to the depth

of the characters: His pigs, horses, sheep and hens have expressive faces

and postures, revealing both sweetness and malevolence." - New York Times

Book (...)

Author Bio

GEORGE ORWELL (1903-1950) was born in India and served with the

Imperial Police in Burma before joining the Republican Army in the Spanish

Civil War. Orwell was the author of six novels as well as numerous essays and

nonfiction works. ODYR is a Brazilian graphic novelist, cartoonist, and painter.

He is the co-author of the graphic novel Guadalupe, written with poet Angelica

Freitas and published by Companhia das Letras. He also published

Copacabana, co-written with scriptwriter Lobo and published in Portugal and

France.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Sep 8/20

8 x 10 • 176 pages

4-color throughout

9780358410775 • $21.99 • pb

Comics & Graphic Novels / Adaptations

Notes

Promotion
<BR>* Academic outreach<BR> * HMH newsletter

promotion<BR><BR>  <BR>

LEAD
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1984: The Graphic Novel
by George Orwell, illustrated by Fido Nesti

One of the most influential books of the twentieth century gets the

graphic treatment in this first-ever adaptation of George Orwell's 1984 .

War is Peace * Freedom is Slavery * Ignorance is Strength

In 1984, London is a grim city in the totalitarian state of Oceania where Big

Brother is always watching you and the Thought Police can practically read

your mind. Winston Smith is a man in grave danger for the simple reason that

his memory still functions. Drawn into a forbidden love affair, Winston finds the

courage to join a secret revolutionary organization called the Brotherhood,

dedicated to the destruction of the Party. Together with his beloved Julia, he

hazards his life in a deadly match against the powers that be.

With evocative, immersive art from Fido Nesti, this vision of George Orwell's

dystopian masterpiece provides a new perspective for longtime fans but is

also an accessible entry point for young readers and adults who have yet to

discover the iconic story that is still so relevant today.

Author Bio

GEORGE ORWELL (1903-1950) was born in India and served with the

Imperial Police in Burma before joining the Republican Army in the Spanish

Civil War. Orwell was the author of six novels as well as numerous essays and

nonfiction works. 

FIDO NESTI, born in Sao Paulo, Brazil, is a self-taught artist who has worked

in illustration and comics for more than twenty-five years. His work has

appeared in The New Yorker, Rolling Stone, Playboy, Runner's World, and

Americas Quarterly, among other publications. He has also collaborated on

illustrating various book covers for a range of publishing houses.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Dec 1/20

8 x 10 • 288 pages

4-color throughout

9780358359920 • $32.00 • cl

Comics & Graphic Novels / Adaptations

Notes

Promotion
<BR>* National media<BR> * Library promotion<BR>

* Academic outreach<BR> * Promotional poster

available<BR> * HMH newsletter promotion<BR> *

Blad and e-galley available<BR>

LEAD
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More Than a Body
Your Body Is an Instrument, Not an Ornament

by Lexie Kite and Lindsay Kite

An action plan to overcome looks-based self-objectification, from sisters and

body image experts Drs. Lindsay and Lexie Kite

Drs. Lindsay and Lexie Kite know firsthand how hard filtering out media

influence is when it comes to self-image. Both struggled as young women to

overcome the expectations of body size and shape, but were able to learn to

love, appreciate, and reclaim their own bodies, eventually earning their PhDs

in body image resilience. The twin sisters founded the nonprofit Beauty

Redefined and have made it their mission to help other women see

themselves without societal expectations distorting their self-perception. More

Than a Body is a self-help book focused on going beyond body positivity,

showing how a mindset focused on appearance sets women up for

insecurities and self-judgement. In this book, they offer an action plan for

readers to combat that mindset, and instead learn how the body can be an

instrument, not an ornament," with practical, actionable steps to take when

consuming media, exercising, practicing self-reflection and self-compassion,

and finding a purpose in life.

Author Bio

Dr. Lexie Kite is identical twin sisters withDr. Lindsay Kite. They both

received PhDs from the University of Utah. Their academic research on media

studies and body image inspired them to establish the non-profit Beauty

Redefined in 2009 (while concluding their co-written master's thesis and

beginning their doctoral research) to help a greater number of females

recognize and reject harmful messages about their bodies, worth, and

potential, and redefine the meaning and value of beauty in their lives. Since

then, Lexie and Lindsay have become leading experts in body image

resilience and media literacy-authors of numerous studies and books have

cited their original research-and have been featured in a variety of

nationalmedia outlets . Today, they continue to build on their academic work

and the passion it stoked for helping girls and women through Beauty

Redefined's onlineBody Image Resilience Program and course facilitator

training,blogging ,social media activism ,and regularspeaking engagements

for thousands of people of all ages in both secular and religious settings, from

universities and high schools to church congregations and community

organizations. Dr. Lindsay Kite is identical twin sisters withDr. Lexie Kite.

They both received PhDs from the University of Utah. Their academic

research on media studies and body image inspired them to establish the

non-profitBeauty Redefined in 2009 (while concluding their co-written master's

thesis and beginning their doctoral research) to help a greater number of

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Dec 29/20

6 x 8 • 384 pages

0

9780358229247 • $37.99 • cl

Self-Help / Motivational & Inspirational

Notes

Promotion
<BR>* National media<BR> * Tie-in to authors'

speaking engagements<BR> * Preorder campaign

<BR> * Targeted online advertising  <BR> * Outreach

to Mom blogs<BR> * Influencer mailing<BR> * Social

media advertising and promotion<BR> *

BeautyRedefined.org<BR>
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Some Mistakes are Forever
by Han Nolan

Author Bio

HAN NOLAN is the author of several books, including Dancing on the Edge

which won the National Book Award and Send Me Down a Miracle, a National

Book Award finalist. She lives with her husband on the East Coast.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Sep 1/20

5.5 x 8.25 • 288 pages

Jacket illustration by

9780152065768 • $24.00 • cl

Fiction / General • Ages 12 years and up

Notes
no descr avail 0320

Promotion
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Midnight Beauties
by Megan Shepherd

The witches, beasties, goblins, and Royals return in this spellbinding

conclusion to New York Times best-selling author Megan Shepherd’s Grim

Lovelies duology. Ever since she discovered her affinity for magic, seventeen-

year-old Anouk has been desperate to become a witch. It’s the only way to

save her friends who, like Anouk, are beasties: animals enchanted into

humans. But unlike Anouk, the other beasties didn’t make it out of the battle at

Montélimar in one piece. With her friends now trapped in their animal forms,

Anouk is forced into a sinister deal involving a political marriage with her

sworn enemy, a wicked plot to overthrow London’s fiercest coven of witches,

and a deadly trial of fire to become a witch. The price for power has always

been steep in the world of the Haute. Now, it will cost Anouk everything.

Wicked and delightful, this spellbinding sequel and conclusion to Grim

Lovelies is perfect for fans of The Cruel Prince and The Hazelwood Wood.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Nov 3/20

6.5 x 8.25 • 448 pages

9780358434658 • $14.99 • pb

YA Fic / Fantasy / Dark Fantasy  • Ages 14 and up

Notes

Promotion
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Finish the Fight!
The Brave and Revolutionary Women Who Fought for the Right

to Vote

by Veronica Chambers and  The Staff of The New York Times

This exciting collaboration with the New York Times will reveal the untold

stories of the diverse heroines who fought for the 19th amendment. On the

100th anniversary of the historic win for women's rights, it's time to celebrate

the names and stories of the women whose courage helped change the fabric

of America.

Author Bio

Veronica Chambers is the editor of Past Tense at The New York Times. She

recently created the anthology The Meaning of Michelle," a collection by 16

writers celebrating the former first lady, and edited the upcoming "Queen Bey:

A Celebration of the Power and Creativity of Beyonce Knowles-Carter." She is

a prolific author, best known for her critically acclaimed memoir, Mama's Girl.

Born in Panama and raised in Brooklyn, she writes often about her Afro-Latina

heritage. She speaks, reads, and writes Spanish, but she is truly fluent in

Spanglish. She is currently a JSK Knight fellow at Stanford University.www.

veronicachambers.com , Twitter: @vvchambers, Instagram: @vvchambers"

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Aug 18/20

7.5 x 9 • 144 pages

interior full-color illustrations, possibly photograpy,

other archival material

9780358408307 • $26.99 • cl

Juvenile Nonfiction / Biography & Autobiography /

Women • Ages 8-12 years

Notes

Promotion
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Ravens Signed Edition
by Kass Morgan

From New York Times best-selling authors Kass Morgan and Danielle Paige

comes a thrilling, dark contemporary fantasy about a prestigious sorority of

witches and two girls caught up in its world of sinister magic and betrayals. At

first glance, the sisters of ultra-exclusive Kappa Rho Nu—the Ravens—seem

like typical sorority girls. Ambitious, beautiful, and smart, they’re the most

powerful girls on Westerly College’s Savannah, Georgia, campus. But the

Ravens aren’t just regular sorority girls. They’re witches. Scarlett Winter has

always known she’s a witch—and she’s determined to be the sorority’s

president, just like her mother and sister before her. But if a painful secret

from her past ever comes to light, she could lose absolutely everything . . .

Vivi Devereaux has no idea she’s a witch and she’s never lived in one place

long enough to make a friend. So when she gets a coveted bid to pledge the

Ravens, she vows to do whatever it takes to be part of the magical sisterhood.

The only thing standing in her way is Scarlett, who doesn’t think Vivi is Ravens

material. But when a dark power rises on campus, the girls will have to put

their rivalry aside to save their fellow sisters. Someone has discovered the

Ravens’ secret. And that someone will do anything to see these witches burn
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Jan 5/21

5.5 x 8.25 • 400 pages

9780358451198 • $26.99 • cl

YA Fic / Fantasy / Contemporary  • Ages 14 and up

Notes

Promotion
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Robobaby (Signed edition)
by David Wiesner

In this hilarious gem from triple Caldecott winner David Wiesner, it's big sister

to the rescue when a new baby is delivered to a family of robots and the

adults are flummoxed by technical difficulties. A new baby's arrival is a big

moment in any family, even a family of robots. Award winner David Wiesner

captures the excitement and fanfare when baby Flange appears—as a crate

full of components. The adults bungle the process of assembling Flange, with

catastrophic results. Big sister Cathy, with her handy toolbox and advanced

knowledge of robotics and IT, hasn't been allowed to help, but in the ensuing

chaos she calmly clears up the technical difficulties and bonds with her new

baby brother. A shout-out for girl scientists and makers, Robobaby is an eye-

opening and engaging blend of the familiar and the fantastic.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

On Sale: Sep 1/20

11 x 9 • 32 pages

9780358423324 • $25.99 • cl

Juvenile Fiction / Robots • Ages 4  to 7

Notes

Promotion


